
Phantom Game (A GhostWalker Novel Book 18)

Author: Christine Feehan

Two predators collide with unbridled passion in this intoxicating GhostWalker novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan.

Jonas “Smoke” Harper has watched his brothers find their perfect mates, never imagining he’d actually meet someone who complements every part of him—even

the monster that lurks within. But his instant connection with Camellia goes far beyond wanting the intelligent, beautiful, and lethal woman in his bed. They are

two parts of a whole, linked to each other and to a larger network that exists everywhere around them.

Camellia has lived on her own for a long time, relying on her unique psychic abilities to keep her safe. She knows that Jonas was literally made for her, and that

makes their addictive connection more dangerous than a thousand enhanced super soldiers. Once the larger threat looming over them is dealt with she’s going to

get far away as fast as she can. Life has taught her that the only one she can truly trust is herself.

Jonas can sense Camellia is going to run—and the hunter inside doesn’t want to let go. Not when he knows how good they’ll be together. So he’ll just have to use

all of his considerable skills to convince her to stay....

The Crown of Gilded Bones (Blood And Ash Series Book 3)

Author: Jennifer L. Armentrout

Bow Before Your Queen Or Bleed Before Her…

From #1 New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout comes book three in her Blood and Ash series.

She's been the victim and the survivor…

Poppy never dreamed she would find the love she’s found with Prince Casteel. She wants to revel in her happiness but first they must free his brother and find

hers. It’s a dangerous mission and one with far-reaching consequences neither dreamed of. Because Poppy is the Chosen, the Blessed. The true ruler of Atlantia.

She carries the blood of the King of Gods within her. By right the crown and the kingdom are hers.

The enemy and the warrior…

Poppy has only ever wanted to control her own life, not the lives of others, but now she must choose to either forsake her birthright or seize the gilded crown and

become the Queen of Flesh and Fire. But as the kingdoms’ dark sins and blood-drenched secrets finally unravel, a long-forgotten power rises to pose a genuine

threat. And they will stop at nothing to ensure that the crown never sits upon Poppy’s head.

A lover and heartmate…

But the greatest threat to them and to Atlantia is what awaits in the far west, where the Queen of Blood and Ash has her own plans, ones she has waited

hundreds of years to carry out. Poppy and Casteel must consider the impossible—travel to the Lands of the Gods and wake the King himself. And as shocking

secrets and the harshest betrayals come to light, and enemies emerge to threaten everything Poppy and Casteel have fought for, they will discover just how far

they are willing to go for their people—and each other.

And now she will become Queen…

Fated To The Alpha (Fated to the Alpha Series Book 1)

Author: Jessica Hall

Katya, the Beta's daughter and the daughter of an infamous warrior mother, had high expectations for her life. When she doesn't meet those

expectations, her pack shuns her, forcing her and her family from the pack and forcing them to give up their titles.

On a lie her mother told, they are forced to seek refuge in the only pack that would take them in or go Rogue.

When Katya meets the notorious Alpha Ezra, will he find out about her shameful secret? What will happen when she finds out her new Alpha has a secret of his

own, that she is his mate?

Darkness looms when her old pack discovers they went to a rival Pack. What will happen when the Alpha realizes she has no wolf? Will he hand her back to the

man that banished her or fight to the death to keep her?

Wild Irish Renegade (The Mystic Cove Series Book 11)

Author: Tricia O'Malley



Maybe all the stories in the magazines weren’t true…

Niamh Kearney has one goal in life – to finish out her schooling so she can help children with extra-sensory abilities like her own. Niamh leads a private life, and

only her closest friends and family knew of the secrets she holds. When a handsome and very famous rugby player stumbles his way into her life – quite literally,

that is – it only takes one date for Niamh to determine that she can never have a future with this man. Celebrity magazines, flashy cars, and fancy restaurants

hold zero interest for Niamh.

William “Mac” MacGregor is Ireland’s darling and a favorite of the gossip magazines. As a star rugby player, he is constantly followed by paparazzi and lives his

life in the limelight. Not that he particularly enjoys the attention. Mac’s difficult past, and his own deeply buried secrets, makes him cautious about letting anyone

get too close. Until he meets Niamh that is. Instantly taken with the warmth in her eyes, her instinct to nurture, and the sense of rightness he feels when he’s with

her – Mac must convince Niamh to look past his reputation and to see him for who he really is.

A Shadow in the Ember (Flesh and Fire Book 1)

Author: Jennifer L. Armentrout

#1 New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout returns with book one of the all-new, compelling Flesh and Fire series—set in the

beloved Blood and Ash world.

Born shrouded in the veil of the Primals, a Maiden as the Fates promised, Seraphena Mierel’s future has never been hers. Chosen before birth to uphold the

desperate deal her ancestor struck to save his people, Sera must leave behind her life and offer herself to the Primal of Death as his Consort.

However, Sera’s real destiny is the most closely guarded secret in all of Lasania—she’s not the well protected Maiden but an assassin with one mission—one

target. Make the Primal of Death fall in love, become his weakness, and then…end him. If she fails, she dooms her kingdom to a slow demise at the hands of the

Rot.

Sera has always known what she is. Chosen. Consort. Assassin. Weapon. A specter never fully formed yet drenched in blood. A monster. Until him. Until the

Primal of Death’s unexpected words and deeds chase away the darkness gathering inside her. And his seductive touch ignites a passion she’s never allowed

herself to feel and cannot feel for him. But Sera has never had a choice. Either way, her life is forfeit—it always has been, as she has been forever touched by

Life and Death.

Munro

Author: Kresley Cole

The next stand-alone installment in the electrifying Immortals After Dark series by #1 New York Times best-selling author Kresley Cole. Venture

deeper into the Lore, fierce realm of the immortals—if you dare. . . .

TORMENTED IN UNIMAGINABLE WAYS

Coming off torture at the hands of his warlock captors, Munro MacRieve never expected to find his mate, or to lose her just as abruptly. Driven to desperation, the

ruthless warrior uses his enemies’ own powers to reunite with her—in the distant past.

STOLEN FROM HER TIME

When a crazed werewolf crashes her wedding, Kereny “Ren” Codrina does what any cunning huntress would do: she captures him. Yet she finds herself

softening toward the wounded beast—until he turns the tables and forces her into an incomprehensible future.

CAN A HUMAN AND AN IMMORTAL UNITE IN ORDER TO SURVIVE?

As danger mounts, Munro will do anything to make her undying, even sell his soul to an evil sorceress. But first he must convince his fiery mate that she belongs

with him. If seduction means her survival, Munro will use every weapon in his arsenal to possess her—forever.

Big Bad Beast: Interstellar Brides® Program: The Beasts - 4

Author: Grace Goodwin

An Atlan warlord in hiding.

In pain.

In danger of succumbing to a horrible fever.

Only one woman can save him.

One.



All he has to do is find her before he becomes a Big Bad Beast…

When He's Sinful (The Olympus Pride Book 3)

Author: Suzanne Wright

Aspen Montgomery was nine-years-old when she befriended Camden Priest—a boy with dead eyes and dark urges. Since that day, they’d been inseparable. She

hadn’t expected to later develop a major crush on him. Or expected that the crush would fail to pass. Or ever thought that she'd grow to wish that she could one

day claim him as her mate. It’s never going to happen. She knows that. To him, she's a friend, nothing more. So it’s time to make some changes to establish

some better boundaries. Which would be a hell of a lot easier if he didn't fight her on it.

There is only one person in the world that Camden Priest gives a damn about—Aspen. She's his best friend, his anchor, his conscience, the very reason he's

sane. There's only one secret he ever kept from her … he wants more than friendship. Knowing she doesn't feel the same, he put a chokehold on his need for

her. But when some asshole claims to be Aspen's true mate and danger starts closing in on her, Camden's control becomes precarious and platonic lines are

crossed. He knows what he should do—leave it at a one-night stand to protect their friendship. He's just not so sure he can.

The Never King (Vicious Lost Boys Book 1)

Author: Nikki St. Crowe

The stories were all wrong — Hook was never the villain.

For two centuries, all of the Darling women have disappeared on their 18th birthday. Sometimes they’re gone for only a day, some a week or a month. But they

always return broken.

Now, on the afternoon of my 18th birthday, my mother is running around the house making sure all the windows are barred and the doors locked.

But it’s pointless.

Because when night falls, he comes for me. And this time, the Never King and the Lost Boys aren’t willing to let me go.

NOTE: The Never King is a reimagining of Peter and Wendy. Characters have been aged up for this darker, grittier version. If you like your enemies to lovers

romance with hot, ruthless, morally gray love interests, you’ll enjoy The Never King and the Lost Boys. You can expect hate kissing, fighting, bickering, and ‘touch

her and I’ll unalive you’ vibes. Book one ends on a cliff.

Please check the author's website for CWs.

Under the Moon: A Riveting Haunted House Mystery Boxset

Author: Hazel Holmes

Be careful what you wish for, lest it comes true.

Those words have been ringing in Faye’s head ever since the ink dried on her new publishing deal. Facing the most significant stretch of writer’s block she’s ever

encountered, Faye finds the words on her page as nothing but passionless dribble. Desperate for answers, Faye checks herself into a notorious haunted house

where she hopes to reignite the muse within. But again, those words ring in her head: Be careful what you wish for.

The Haunting of Hadleigh Estate

An unsolved case in a small town that has gone too far.

To Cassie King the small town of Playa del sol used to be an ironically named summer vacations spot for her family. But when she gets terrible news that takes

her back her uncle’s home there she finds that the town isn’t as innocent as her childhood memories would have her believe. Strange things start to happen in the

old house and soon enough Cassie is forced to deal with some hard truths.

Choosing the Beta (Betas in Waiting Book 5)

Author: Viola Grace

Jess became an archer after a meeting on an aircraft. Now she has to wonder what she was matched with. The centaur at her door is a shock. 

 

 

Jess has been a faithful ward of the minotaur herd until the day she is out of her mind with heat, and her dream man walks up to her door and brings her flowers.



She grabs him, throws him to the floor, and has her way with him until he calls a halt and tells her he’s only willing to go all the way if he can show her the rest of

him. Intriguing. Things get complicated, but she gets to home base with her centaur and is interrupted again by friends and family. 

Time passes, and they reunite under stressful circumstances but eventually agree on a union, another partner, and a future. 

Stihl has been pretending that everything will be fine, but with no job prospects, she is drifting from couch to couch until an urgent request from the book club puts

her back in action as a chef. The wedding leads to her meeting up with her one-night stand, and he still is waiting for an omega. 

She has no choice but to run home, beg for help, and submit to her grandmother’s plans for her. It is the last thing she wants, but the only thing she can think of to

save herself and her children. If their father doesn’t want them, she will find a path of her own, back through high society with an arranged marriage, just like her

grandmother wanted.

Savage Road (Torpedo Ink Book 7)

Author: Christine Feehan

#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan explores uncharted territory in the new Torpedo Ink Motorcycle Club novel.

When Savin “Savage” Pajari and Seychelle Dubois first met, their connection was instant, their attraction undeniable. Their relationship has been full throttle since

day one.  Even though months have passed, the passion and love between them has only increased.

Savage completely owns what he is: a sadist in the bedroom who can only get off on his partner’s pain. He believes he’s not a good man, but he loves Seychelle

with a fierceness that shocks him. He wants all of her, but only if she gives herself freely with eyes wide open.

Seychelle never imagined the lure of mixing pain with pleasure, or how much she’d crave Savage’s darkness. She’s been shaken to her core, but Seychelle is

committed to Savage and their life together—even though he’s keeping a piece of himself back. And to truly make their relationship work, he has to give her

everything that he is, just as she is doing for him.

Savage knows that what he really needs could break his woman if she isn’t ready. She agreed to come into his world, and he’s not about to give her up. He has to

find a way to let her see the monster inside without pushing her away. But the real Savage might be more than Seychelle can bear...and he knows he wouldn’t

survive losing her.

King of Battle and Blood (Adrian X Isolde Book 1)

Author: Scarlett St. Clair

An instant USA Today bestseller! From fan-favorite Scarlett St. Clair, the bestselling author of the Hades & Persephone series, comes a new fantasy

filled with danger, darkness, and insatiable romance.

Their union is his revenge.

Isolde de Lara considers her wedding day to be her death day. To end a years-long war, she is to marry vampire king Adrian Aleksandr Vasiliev, and kill him.

But her assassination attempt is thwarted, and Adrian threatens that if Isolde tries to kill him again, he will raise her as the undead. Faced with the possibility of

becoming the thing she hates most, Isolde seeks other ways to defy him and survive the brutal vampire court.

Except it isn't the court she fears most—it's Adrian. Despite their undeniable chemistry, she wonders why the king—fierce, savage, merciless—chose her as

consort.

The answer will shatter her world.

Rejected by the Alpha (The Alpha Shifter Collection Book 14)

Author: Sam Crescent

Three years ago, Decker rejected Misha because he didn’t believe she was ready to take on the pressures of being the alpha’s mate. His rejection 

didn’t force her away, and for all those years, she lived by his side, dealing with the pain of seeing him every day. 

 

Abandoned at birth and left with the Masters pack, Misha tolerates her fate. But she cannot handle the risk of him taking someone else, and she plans 

to leave. 

 

Decker doesn’t want her, but he won’t let her leave either. 

 

She’ll show him. 

 

Decker has only known Misha to be amenable, and now it’s time for him to see what happens without her help. With so many complaints and 

requests, running a pack is never easy. 



Denying what he wants cannot last, and he feels the need to claim Misha for his own. When Decker decides to stop fighting, there’s no stopping him. 

 

She is his mate, he’s never letting her go. He’ll do whatever it takes to protect her.

Enticed (Two Marks Book 4)

Author: Renee Rose

TWO MARKS PACK RULE: DON’T MIX WITH RANCHERS

In Wyoming, we’re the law.

We keep the pack’s secret–and our wolves–safe from our neighbors, the ranchers.

Then we meet her.

The one we’ve been waiting for. Our mate.

Only she’s a rancher—the nemesis of our pack. Worse, she’s the daughter of a wolf hunter.

When danger encroaches on her land, we’re sent to investigate.

We want to protect her. To prove to her we’re exactly what she needs.

But she may be part of an illegal operation. And now she knows we’re more than two rugged cowboys bent on making her ours, which means she could destroy

not just us, but the entire pack.

Regardless of the truth, we must claim her. Our lives depend on it.

One way or another we’ll have her. Or die trying.

Wild Irish Moon (The Mystic Cove Series Book 12)

Author: Tricia O'Malley

NY Times & USA Today bestselling author, Tricia O'Malley, takes you back to the rocky shores of Ireland in this enchanting addition to the bestselling

Mystic Cove series.

Zodiac Academy 7: Heartless Sky

Author: Caroline Peckham

The winds of fate are shifting, and it finally seems like they’ve been twisted in our favour.

On the run and cast out from society, we’ve been forced to hide from the mad man who stole our throne. But as more secrets come to light and my sister and I

work harder than ever before to reach our potential and claim our birth right, the end is finally drawing closer.

There is no turning from this path now. The curse chases on our heels as time rushes by and the blood drenched destiny of the man I love looms ever closer just

like the monster who stole our throne.

We must prepare for the final battle, but three things are clear now.

The cards have already been dealt.

Blood will spill for a new future to rise.

And the stars themselves can’t help us.

The fight for the throne is upon us. All hail the heartless sky.

The Haunting of Blackwater Cottage: A Riveting Haunted House Mystery (A Riveting Haunted House Mystery

Series Book 40)

Author: Clay Wise



Recently widowed, Alicia Hawkins can no longer live in the New York apartment she shared with her husband. She leaves the city behind for a small fishing

village in Duxbridge, Massachusetts, where she purchases a rundown house the locals have dubbed Blackwater Cottage. But the quiet life and beautiful views

are disrupted by secret notes and unexplained phenomena. During renovations, Alicia discovers an old leather-wrapped diary hidden between the studs of a

bedroom wall. She can’t help but wonder who it belonged to and why the locals are so determined to get her to leave, but the diary may hold the answers to

Blackwater Cottage’s disturbing history.

Fated: Magiford Supernatural City (Pack of Dawn and Destiny Book 3)

Author: K. M. Shea

I thought I hated not fitting in. Turns out I hate having a target on my back even more.

Someone wants me taken out. To accomplish that, they leaked the secret of my magic to all the Packs in the Midwest. Now, almost every Alpha in the region has

traveled to my hometown in hopes of convincing me to join their Pack.

And some of them don’t seem to think I should have a choice.

Greyson won’t stand for that—something he makes deadly clear to the other Alphas. What they don’t know is that I’m his long missing mate. But wolves and

hunters are enemies, and my hunter magic blocks me from accepting the bond…even though I’m starting to wish I could.

Our incomplete mate bond is a constant drain on Greyson. Its existence puts him in danger—something he stubbornly ignores.

But as risky as our bond is, I have to stay focused on the biggest threat at the moment.

Whoever shared the secret of my powers wants to destroy our Pack. And we’re about to find out how far they’ll go to make that happen.

Fated is the final book in the Pack of Dawn and Destiny urban fantasy trilogy and is part of the Magiford Supernatural City world. It features werewolves, hunters,

and fae, and is filled with humor, adventure, and a sweet romance that will have you laughing outloud.

The Unseelie Prince (Maze of Shadows Book 1)

Author: Kathryn Ann Kingsley

The throne is Valroy’s for the taking…but first, he needs a queen.

As the son of the Morrigan and heir to the vacant Unseelie throne, Valroy itches to shed the mantle of prince and take his place as King. To his great regret one

ancient tradition stands in his way, demanding he first take a bride. With all the members of the Unseelie court proving to be insufferable, what is a prince to do?

Steal a human, of course.

Abigail often wonders if the townsfolk aren’t right in calling her cursed. Abandoned by her husband and with no family to call her own, everything in her life hangs

by a thread. Never did she expect her downfall would come by taking pity on an old hermit. Abducted into the dangerous world of Tir n’Aill, Abigail is thrust into a

terrifying Maze that defies all logic. There, she finds herself at the mercy of an Unseelie prince with a strange offer—solve his Maze and he'll grant her deepest

wish…

If she can live that long.

From author Kathryn Ann Kingsley comes this tantalizing, slow burn dark fantasy that proves sometimes the line between love and hate is razor thin.

Please note: This is a dark fantasy horror series with a love story. This series contains scenes of graphic violence. It is a slow-burn romance between the

monstrous villain and the main character over the course of four books. My fae do not pull punches, and my Unseelie are not kind.

Just Say Yes: The Vampire Fae of Acadia

Author: B.A. Stretke

"He’d taken some roughhewn stairs that climbed a small hill and found himself on an altogether different path." 

 

Alden Marsh doesn’t mind hiking. In fact, he loves the Acadia National Park. What he can’t stand is Oren. Oren is the boyfriend of his best friend and the bane of 

his existence. As much as Michelle tries to force them to be friends, Oren is not someone Alden wants to spend any time with. So when he finds himself tricked 

into a hiking trip in Acadia with Oren, he knows he is not going to have a great time. When Oren fucks off and abandons him, that guess is proven correct. Alden 

finds himself lost in the dense woods and soon he has no idea where he is and his surroundings just get stranger and stranger... 

 

Tiernan Byrne is the First, the leader of the DeDanann tribe, a group of vampiric dark fae. He feels the disruption in the magics of his realm before he lays eyes 

on the beautiful human creature who has stumbled unknowingly into his world. Humans don’t come to the Fae realm, so he is mystified by Alden’s presence.



Soon he realizes why fate has allowed this human to come here, he is Tirenan’s fated mate. The Dark Fae vampires of Tiernan’s tribe are wary of humans, and

there are mysteries to this new world Alden doesn’t even know the first thing about. Can Tiernan convince Alden that he is safe and this is his rightful home? Will

Alden say, yes?

Dark Tarot (The Dark Book 35)

Author: Christine Feehan

Light and dark combine as the cards reveal hidden truths in this intoxicating installment in Christine Feehan's #1 New York Times bestselling

Carpathian series.

Sandu Berdardi continues to exist only to protect his people. An ancient Carpathian, his entire long life has been dedicated to honor above all else. He knows his

time has passed, especially since he has not been able to find his lifemate—the anchor to keep him sane in a world he no longer understands. But just as he truly

starts to give up hope, a voice reaches out to him in the night and his world explodes into color.

Adalasia enters Sandu’s mind seamlessly, as if she has been a part of him forever. While she can see the shape of things to come in her deck of cards, her gift is

both a blessing and a curse. The true course of Sandu’s quest remains unclear, with danger waiting at every turn. She cannot see everything the future holds, but

she does know it is a journey they will take together.

By joining him, she will start them down a dangerous, seductive path from which there is no coming back....

Shattered Wolf: A Rejected Mate Paranormal Romance (Wolves of Sunny Rock Book 1)

Author: Kayla Wolf

He rejected me as his mate, destroyed my life utterly and completely.

For ten long years, I did everything I could to hate him with all I had.

But now he’s right here, moving into my house as though he belongs here.

Like a ghost from my past, suddenly thrown back into my life.

It’s surprising how many details I thought I’d forgotten.

His height, his curly dark hair, the speed with which he can grab my wrists.

He’s gotten older, and his body has filled out and packed on muscle.

But whenever I meet his eyes, I see the only guy I ever wanted.

Why am I not over this? I thought I was over this.

He’s right here in my space so I need to get myself together.

Because the alternative is simply unthinkable.

The alternative is to tell him that underneath my anger, I still love him.

That he’s my mate.

Sunny Rock is a place of darkness and light, of wolf shifters and magic, of soulmates and inescapable fate. Come here, and the starry desert sky will

show you what love can do… if only you let it.

18+ readers only.

Frog Fugue Fundamentals (Wolves of Stone Ridge Book 57)

Author: Charlie Richards

Out of the Cage: An estranged man heeds his brother’s call and finds his choice blessed by Fate, if he can connect with the altered human.

Anthony Holsteen hasn’t been in the same state as his brother, Dixon, in nearly a century. While they keep tabs on each other and talk a couple of times a year,

they do better while far apart. All that changes when Dixon tells Anthony about the many problems his new wolf shifter pack is facing—government conspiracy,

witches, humans being turned into shifters, and to top it off, a bigoted sheriff forced into retirement. While Anthony knows that living in close proximity to Dixon

could create waves, he accepts the position of sheriff. After all, he would prefer to be in the know when it comes to those causing problems with paranormals.

Even though Dixon has warned Anthony that most of the wolf shifters in his new pack have found their fated mates, he doesn’t expect it to happen to him. He isn’t

a wolf, after all. His kind are deadly and feared and rarely find their mates. The scent of one of the altered humans, however, is undeniable. Anthony realizes that

Crew Kester is his mate. Except, Crew isn’t gay and is just coming to terms with being a shifter. The man runs.

Can Anthony put aside his dominant nature long enough to accept aid from a pack he doesn’t know so he can win the trust of a confused and wary Crew, not to

mention his affection?



Pack Darling Part Two

Author: Lola Rock

After a disaster of a first heat, I’m ready to swear off alphas and escape to a cabin in the woods.

My body has other plans.

Now that I’m awakened, I can’t survive another heat alone.

Problem is, I hate alphas, hate packs, and really super hate the so-called mates I can’t forgive and can’t forget.

Now my biological clock’s ticking too fast to handle, and I can’t wait on Wyvern Pack to figure out their damage.

I’ll take care of my own needs.

And if you can’t give me what I want, then get out of my way.

Because this omega bites back.

♥ Burn: Medium

♥ Heat: High (spicy MM + MMFMMM scenes)

♥ Alert: Growly alpha males, no shifting

♥ Warning: Contains MM content, frequent cursing, references to past assault that may be disturbing, and a few alphaholes who need to grovel for redemption.

 

Annihilation Road (Torpedo Ink Book 6)

Author: Christine Feehan

All paths lead to destruction in the new Torpedo Ink novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan.

Savin “Savage” Pajari is convinced he’s not worth a damn thing. He’s not like his brothers. He’s a sadistic monster, a killer—a man no woman could truly love. So

it completely throws him when a stranger risks her life for his, pushing him out of the way and taking the hit that would have sent him six feet under. If he had any

kind of sense, he’d leave her alone, but Savage can’t get the woman with a smart mouth and no sense of self-preservation out of his head. With one kiss, he’s

lost.

Seychelle Dubois has spent her entire life not feeling much of anything, until Savage comes along and sets her whole body on fire. Kissing him was a mistake.

Letting him get close would be a catastrophe. He’s the most beautiful—and damaged—man she’s ever met. He has a way of getting under her skin, and what

he’s offering is too tempting to resist.

Seychelle knows so little about Savage or the dangerous world of Torpedo Ink, but his darkness draws her like a moth to a flame. Loving him could mean losing

herself completely to his needs—needs she doesn’t understand but is eager to learn. But what Savage teaches her could destroy her.

Sacrifice (War Brides of the Morja Book 1)

Author: Miranda Bridges

As a prisoner in the arena, my greatest battle won’t be for my life.

It’ll be for the heart of a woman.

Once I scented the human, she was mine. 

Every part of me hungered for her. 

To touch. 

To taste. 

To take. 

But she belongs to my enemy. 

Claiming her will cost me. 

I may sacrifice everything. 

My revenge. 

My life. 

My very soul. 



War Brides of the Morja: 

Book 1 - Sacrifice 

Book 2 - Surrender 

Book 3 - Shatter

Alexi #1: A Paranormal MM Kraken - Bear Shifter Romance (Tangled Tentacles)

Author: JP Sayle

Book One: Paranormal Gay Romance / Two Alphas / Fated Mates / Brothers Security Team / Grumpy Detective / Kidnapping / High Steam / Lots of

Tentacles.

The Fates are tricky and land Danik with a mate right when he least expects it. Can Alexi’s persuasive tentacles woo the jaded detective?

Detective Danik Kaloshnik, the only detective in Crampton, has no time for anything other than working hard to solve the growing list of missing paranormals.

When his captain brings in a consultant to help, Danik does his best to avoid him. Only the universe has other ideas.

Now Danik has to deal with a very sexy fated mate, a murder, and a guy proclaiming to be a serial killer. What could possibly go wrong?

Alexi Thalassa has been treading the seas for centuries, dreaming of finding his fated one. When the Crampton Police Department reaches out seeking his firm’s

help, Alexi’s kraken is all for it. One look at Detective Danik Kaloshnik, and Alexi is ready to give Danik his sea treasures. Then regulations Alexi’s firm have in

place interfere and upset his mate, putting him in direct danger.

The race is on to figure out how all the pieces fit together so Alexi can help find the missing paranormals and keep his mate out of harm’s way.

Alexi #1 is a paranormal gay romance, with a large, grumpy bear frightened of water and a kraken who learns he’s not the only one who wants to be in charge.

This is the first book in the Tangled Tentacles Series. Each book in this series will deal with a new couple, therefore while the HEA is guaranteed. The Epilogue

for each book will lead into the next title.

Shifter Marked and Claimed

Author: Julie Trettel

Enjoy two smoldering tales of fated mates in...

Healing Fate by Julie Trettel

Coming to Westin Pack was supposed to be a fresh start for Lucy. A single mother who spent years in captivity, she arrived with a lot of baggage, scars, and

secrets. Finding her one true mate is the last thing she wanted. But meeting the sexy Dr. Micah might just be exactly what she needs to heal from the horrors of

her past and move towards a future she never thought she could dream.

 

Royally Dragon Bound by Melissa Haag

For the last year and a half, Kelsey and her sister have been on the run from a fate worse than death.  Unfortunately, their hard-won safety in a town filled with

mythical creatures shatters when the world starts shaking and their past catches up to them.  

In a desperate moment, Kelsey asks her angry and hot-as-sin neighbor for help.  If only she'd known he was a dragon, and dragons protect for life.  What the hell

is she supposed to do with a surly dragon?

Blood on the Snow (Betas in Waiting Book 4)

Author: Viola Grace

No good deed goes unpunished. A snowy bit of assistance links her to a blood alpha and sends her into a world she never asked for.

Coralynn does just enough to get by. There is no point in trying harder; the world always pulls her down.

She works at a restaurant in a ridiculous outfit and is ordered to rescue a limo and help some wealthy investors get to their establishment. It is the moment that

Coralynn’s life skids sideways.

Meeting a blood alpha in the snow was surprising. Having him show up at her home was astonishing. Feeling her body changing to accommodate him is

disturbing.

She becomes his lover, shares his bed, and starts to believe that her life might stay bright, and then, an attack, injuries, and a long recovery time with the book

club’s caretakers makes her re-evaluate her place in the world and how lonely life was when the trust was brutally destroyed.



Savage in the Touch (Savage Horde Mates Book 1)

Author: Milana Jacks

The horde will come. They will consume. They will leave.

The fearsome horde wasn’t supposed to be real…

But then myth becomes reality in the touch of a savage. Glowing red eyes, pointed teeth, and claws demolish everything in our village. As well as my hope to

escape with my sister.

There’s nothing we can do except wait for their departure, hoping they don’t take more than we have to give.

The savage’s demands are swift and foreign, as is the hunger in his eyes. He only watches me and the fire in his gaze burns brighter the longer he stares.

I’m beginning to think he’ll never leave…

Or if he does, he won’t go without me.

***this is A Fastburn horde Fantasy Romance with an over the top monster hero and a heroine who handles his charming personality with courage of her own.

Lovely secondary cast of characters, high fantasy world with a magic system, action, adventure, and humor. Grab your copy and sit by the fan right now. Let's do

this!

The Billionaire Shifter's Club Boxed Set (Books 1-3)

Author: Diana Seere

Welcome to the most exclusive club in the world. The Novo Club. Novo is Latin for “change.” Our members prefer the word “shift” though.

It’s the hottest club in town.

The price of membership is your heart and your secrecy.

All you need to do to join is to be loved beyond your wildest imagination by someone powerful with an…alpha side so primal it’s in their blood.

Are you ready?

Good. Then let’s begin.

* * *

The Billionaire Shifters Club is a paranormal romance series featuring the five Stanton siblings, four brothers and one sister who are all part of an ancient shifter

family living in modern America. The subterranean club-within-a-club beneath the streets of Boston, Massachusetts holds secrets only the Stantons and their

fellow shifters know.

The first three books in the series, The Billionaire Shifter’s Curvy Match, The Billionaire Shifter’s Virgin Mate, and The Billionaire Shifter’s Second Chance are

included in this hot, irresistible collection.

Lover Unveiled (The Black Dagger Brotherhood series Book 19)

Author: J.R. Ward

The #1 New York Times bestselling Black Dagger Brotherhood series returns featuring a powerful MMA fighter with a buried secret that can change

the world of Caldwell forever.

Sahvage has been living under the radar for centuries—and he has every intention of staying “dead and buried.” But when a civilian female sucks him into her

dangerous battle with an evil as ancient as time, his protective side overrides his common sense.

Mae has lost everything, and desperation sets her on a collision course with fate. Determined to reverse a tragedy, she goes where mortals should fear to

tread—and comes face-to-face with the Brotherhood’s new enemy. She also discovers a love she never expected to find with Sahvage, but there can be no future

for them.

Knowing they will part, the two band together to fight against what Mae unknowingly unleashed—as the Brotherhood closes in to reclaim one of their damned,

and the evil vows to destroy them all….

The Immortal: A Paranormal Romance (Rise of the Warlords Book 2)

Author: Gena Showalter



New York Times bestselling author Gena Showalter delivers The Immortal, the second dark and sexy book in her Rise of the Warlords series, featuring

a cold, merciless assassin and a stubborn harpy warrior... one fated to die by the other's hand.

Halo Phaninon, assassin of gods, is as cold and merciless as a machine. For victory, he crosses any line. When tasked to kill twelve of mythology’s fiercest

monsters in twenty-four hours, Halo eagerly accepts. Except, each morning he awakens to the same day, forced to relive new horrors. Only one other person

retains their memory—the beauty who threatens his iron control.

Ophelia the Flunk Out hates her disaster of a life. She’s the family disappointment, a harpy warrior without a kill and powerless—or is she? Nearly every night

she’s doomed to repeat her own murder, but each morning she arises to spar with Halo, the ruthless warlord increasingly determined to save her…and lure her to

his bed.

Halo’s insatiable desire for the stubborn Ophelia drives him wild…and he only craves more. If he remains in the time loop, they stay together. But if he escapes,

they lose each other forever.

Rise of the Warlords

Book 1: The Warlord

Book 2: The Immortal

Dark Hunter’s Boon (The Children Of The Gods Paranormal Romance Book 58)

Author: I. T. Lucas

As Orion and Alena’s relationship blooms and solidifies, the two investigative teams combine their recent discoveries to piece together more of the Kra-ell

mystery.

Attacking the puzzle from another angle, Eleanor works on gaining access to Echelon’s powerful AI spy network.

Together, they are getting dangerously close to finding the elusive Kra-ell.

Guild Boss (A Harmony Novel Book 15)

Author: Jayne Castle

Welcome to Illusion Town on the colony world of Harmony—like Las Vegas on Earth, but way more weird.

Living in this new, alien world doesn’t stop the settlers from trying to re-create what they’ve left behind. Case in point—weddings are still the highlight of any social

calendar. But it’s the after-party that turns disastrous for Lucy Bell. Kidnapped and drugged as she leaves the party, she manages to escape—only to find herself

lost in the mysterious, alien underground maze of glowing green tunnels beneath Illusion Town. She’s been surviving on determination and cold pizza, scavenged

for her by a special dust bunny, when help finally shows up. 

Gabriel Jones is the Ghost Hunter sent to rescue her, but escaping the underground ruins isn’t the end of her troubles—it’s only the beginning. With no rational

reason for her abduction, and her sole witness gone on another assignment for the Guild, whispers start circulating that Lucy made it all up. Soon her life unravels

until she has nothing left but her pride. The last thing she expects is for Gabriel Jones to come back to town for her.

The Lucy that Gabriel finds is not the same woman he rescued, the one who looked at him as if he were her hero. This Lucy is sharp, angry, and more than a little

cynical—instead of awe, she treats him with extreme caution. But a killer is still hunting her, and there aren’t a lot of options when it comes to heroes. Despite her

wariness, Gabriel is also the one person who believes Lucy—after all, he was there. He’s determined to help clear her reputation, no matter what it takes. And as

the new Guild Boss, his word is law, even in the lawlessness of Illusion Town.

Fated Blades

Author: Ilona Andrews

A USA Today and Wall Street Journal bestseller.

An uneasy alliance between warring families gets heated in this otherworldly novella from bestselling author Ilona Andrews.

At first glance, the planet Rada seems like a lush paradise. But the ruling families, all boasting genetically enhanced abilities, are in constant competition for

power—and none more so than the Adlers and the Baenas. For generations, the powerful families have pushed and pulled each other in a dance for dominance.

Until a catastrophic betrayal from within changes everything.

Now, deadly, disciplined, and solitary leaders Ramona Adler and Matias Baena must put aside their enmity and work together in secret to prevent sinister forces

from exploiting universe-altering technology. Expecting to suffer through their uneasy alliance, Ramona and Matias instead discover that they understand each

other as no one in their families can—and that their combined skills may eclipse the risks of their forbidden alliance.



As the two warriors risk their lives to save their families, they must decide whether to resist or embrace the passion simmering between them. For now, the dance

between their families continues—but just one misstep could spell the end of them both.

Alpha Brute: A Dark Mafia Shifter Romance (Wolf Kings)

Author: Sara Fields

He asked neither permission nor forgiveness. He just claimed me as his.

I knew Elijah Baumann was a brute before he ripped off my clothes and blistered my bare backside with his belt. I knew it even before he mounted and rutted me

with that same belt pulled tight around my throat to hold me helplessly in place for every desperate, shattering climax.

It was the way he looked at me.

Not like he hoped he might have me one day. Like I already belonged to him.

Like I was his mate.

Publisher's Note: Alpha Brute is a stand-alone novel in the Wolf Kings series. It includes spankings, rough, intense sexual scenes, and strong D/s themes. If

such material offends you, please don't buy this book.

Alpha's Moon: A special forces shifter romance (Shifter Ops series Book 1)

Author: Renee Rose

My alpha ordered me to keep away from humans. 

My wolf is highly unstable. Nearly feral. I can’t be trusted around civilians. 

Certainly not with the lovely kindergarten teacher whose scent drives me wild.

But she needs a fake boyfriend for a weekend wedding trip. A big guy to intimidate her ex. 

How can I refuse?

I won’t be directly disobeying an order, because it won’t be a real date. 

It will be a nice, clean mission. We’ll have separate rooms.

I’ll keep my wolf on a tight leash.

And no matter how much I want to, I will not mark and claim the sweet human as mine…

Pack Darling Part One

Author: Lola Rock

After surviving childhood at the snooty, stuck-up boarding school for budding omegas, I have everyone convinced I'm a dud.

My awakening? Never gonna happen. Heat, mates, and a fairytale pack life? Maybe next reincarnation.

All I want is to be left alone.

I'm invisible, headed to a blissful solo future until the Wyvern Pack destroys my dream of independence.

Atlas, Hunter, Finn, Jett, and Orion are poison candy. They don't want an omega, but they need one, even if there'll never be a real spot for me in their pack.

Who needs a pack? I’ll keep myself safe, same as always.

I'll never awaken, and I'll never ever give the Wyverns my heart...

Because all they'll do is rip me apart.



♥ Burn: Slow

♥ Heat: Med/High (spicy MM + MMMMM scenes)

♥ Alert: Growly alpha males, no shifting

♥ Warning: Contains MM content, frequent cursing, and references to past assault that may be disturbing. Author not responsible for ugly crying. Wait for Part 2

if HEA is a requirement.

Join the fanpack who are waiting for Pack Darling, Part Two and see if you agree with these readers’ reviews!

“Like AJ Merlin's Reckless, Pack Darling fits into that great middle ground … Basically, it's a perfect choice for those who don't want super sweet or super dark.

Pack Darling is just right.” – Rambling Reader, Goodreads

“I honestly can't give enough stars to this book. I think it easily deserves six, seven or even eight stars, but unfortunately there is no option to add extra stars, so

I'm gonna have to go with five and an amazing review. But somehow I doubt a review can really do justice to this amazing book.” – Ines, Goodreads

“I love the books that sneak up on you!....Oh my goodness. I have to wait until September for book two. I am dying inside from anticipation. I read this twice

in three days! How many more times will I read it between now and then!? I highly recommend this book for people who enjoy Lily Archer's Omega Academy.

Pack Darling is similar in awesomeness without aliens. I can't wait to read more by Lola Rock!” - Ali, Have Coffee, Need Books

From Darkness To Dawn: Pittsburgh Vampires Vol. 18

Author: B.A. Stretke

In the name of true love would you give up everything you have ever known?

Marek walks the streets of Pittsburgh having embarked on an entirely new journey. The former leader of the Knights of the Order of the Enchantment, the elite of

the Cyprian Knights has given it all away for a chance at true love. He knew it the moment he healed the man, Commander Noori Hassan of the Hadden Coven.

He had come to destroy the evil tainted sorcerer Cyril and ended up staring into the deep brown eyes of his future. Nothing like this has ever happened in the

storied history of the Cyprian Knights. No one had ever been touched by fate like this. But Marek knew, he knew that Noori was his forever. His inamorato.

Noori Hassan couldn’t get the dashing Knight out of his mind. The man’s face emblazoned across his memory every time he closed his eyes. He wondered if he

was just fantasizing, or could this mean something more? It turns out that fate has a special plan for Noori Hassan. He would find his beloved, but his beloved

would not be just any normal creature. His beloved is a mystical Knight of amazing power and glory. This is a lot for Noori to take in, how can someone like Marek

give up everything and settle for a life with him? But there is so much more to fate’s plan here than meets the eye and Noori and Marek will see just how perfect

this match can be, that is if they survive the courtship.

A great, infecting darkness is taking hold in Pittsburgh, and it will take everything the Hadden Coven has to beat it back. It’s even harder when the

darkness is hiding within one of their own...

Wild Sign (Alpha and Omega Book 6)

Author: Patricia Briggs

Mated werewolves Charles Cornick and Anna Latham must discover what could make an entire community disappear--before it's too late--in this

thrilling entry in the #1 New York Times bestselling Alpha and Omega series.

In the wilds of the Northern California mountains, all the inhabitants of a small town have gone missing. It's as if the people picked up and left their possessions

behind. With a mystery on their hands and no jurisdiction on private property, the FBI dumps the whole problem in the lap of the land owner, Aspen Creek,

Inc.--aka the business organization of the Marrok's pack.

Somehow, the pack of the Wolf Who Rules is connected to a group of vanished people. Werewolves Charles Cornick and Anna Latham are tasked with

investigating, and soon find that a deserted town is the least of the challenges they face.

Death sings in the forest, and when it calls, Charles and Anna must answer. Something has awakened in the heart of the California mountains, something old and

dangerous--and it has met werewolves before.

Alpha's Revenge (Shifter Ops series Book 3)



Author: Renee Rose

This is insane. This human—beautiful though she may be—can’t be my mate.

I learned the hard way what it's like to lose people you love.

As an alpha, I vowed never to let that happen again.

That means keeping my focus. Never letting my guard down.

And, most of all, staying away from civilians - i.e. humans.

But the feisty chocolatier has me breaking my own rules.

The beautiful female tests my patience... and all my control.

I should stay away. I can't protect the pack if I succumb to my desires.

But what if this is more than desire?

What if Fate matched me with this human, and she's my mate?

If I don't claim her, I'll lose it all in the worst possible way.

Kiss of Fyre: Alien Dragon Shifters Complete Series

Author: Cara Bristol

When humans meet dragon shifters, sparks fly and passions ignite in a dangerous kiss of fyre. Get the complete Alien Dragon Shifters series in one binge-worthy

boxed set.

Under Fyre

To save Earth from destruction, an unsuspecting Rhianna Montclair is sent to become the concubine of an alien dragon shifter prince. The last thing Prince K’ev

desires is a human female, but his inner dragon insists she’s their mate.

Line of Fyre

To escape political assassination and to right a past wrong, Helena Marshfield becomes the consort of an alien dragon shifter. But as soon as she meets

Draconian Prince T’mar, their passionate union draws them both into the line of fyre.

Playing with Fyre

After the loss of her child, dragoness O’ne devotes her life to service to the sacred fyre, quiet contemplation, and duty. But when the mostly human Henry

Winslow arrives on planet Draco, he awakens desires she’d assumed were dead. Will she follow her duty or play with fyre?

Hunter's Moon (Rebel Wolf Book 2)

Author: Linsey Hall

It's time to claim my fate

Last week, I was a hotel maid who had no idea magic existed. Today, I’m the prisoner of a werewolf pack. I had to steal from them to save a friend, and now I’m

behind bars. The shifter council has given me two choices — fix the problem I’ve created. Or die.

To make thing more complicated, the werewolf alpha is my fated mate—and now he hates me for my betrayal. The attraction between us is off the charts, but it

doesn't matter. His loyalty is to his pack. He would avoid me if he could, but he can't. When we're forced to work together to save his pack, it becomes clear that

neither of us is going to escape with our hearts intact.

Hunter's Moon is the final book of Linsey Hall's enemies to lovers, fated mates romance duology. If you like humor, spice, and action, then this is the

series for you.

The Ex Hex: A Novel

Author: Erin Sterling

New York Times Bestseller

Erin Sterling casts a delightful spell with a spine-tingling romance full of wishes, witches, and hexes gone wrong.



“A delightful and witty take on witchy mayhem.” — Popsugar

Nine years ago, Vivienne Jones nursed her broken heart like any young witch would: vodka, weepy music, bubble baths…and a curse on the horrible boyfriend.

Sure, Vivi knows she shouldn’t use her magic this way, but with only an “orchard hayride” scented candle on hand, she isn’t worried it will cause him anything

more than a bad hair day or two.

That is until Rhys Penhallow, descendent of the town’s ancestors, breaker of hearts, and annoyingly just as gorgeous as he always was, returns to Graves Glen,

Georgia. What should be a quick trip to recharge the town’s ley lines and make an appearance at the annual fall festival turns disastrously wrong. With one

calamity after another striking Rhys, Vivi realizes her silly little Ex Hex may not have been so harmless after all.

Suddenly, Graves Glen is under attack from murderous wind-up toys, a pissed off ghost, and a talking cat with some interesting things to say. Vivi and Rhys have

to ignore their off the charts chemistry to work together to save the town and find a way to break the break-up curse before it’s too late.

The Wolf (Black Dagger Brotherhood: Prison Camp Book 2)

Author: J.R. Ward

Return to the sizzling glymera’s prison camp in this dark and sexy second novel in the new Black Dagger Brotherhood Prison Camp spin-off series

from the #1 New York Times bestselling author J.R. Ward.

In the next installment of bestselling author J.R. Ward’s Prison Camp series, things get steamy when Lucan, a wolven forced into bartering drug deals for the

infamous Prison Colony, meets Rio, the second in command for the shadowy Caldwell supplier, Mozart. After a deal goes awry, a wolf with piercing golden eyes

swoops in to save her from certain death. As shocking truths unfurl, Rio is uncertain of who to trust and what to believe—but with her life on the line, true love

rears its head and growls in the face of danger.

The Alpha Awakens: A Dystopian Omegaverse Romance (Alpha Compound Series Book 1)

Author: Anna Fury

When the Awaken Virus hit humanity, men became ravenous, uncontrollable beasts. They wrought destruction across the globe—now the humans

who remain live in constant fear.

Mallory

As a reporter, I’ve seen firsthand what the Awaken virus does to people you love, turning them into mindless beasts intent on violence. That’s why I’m staying

safe inside my apartment. Women are getting kidnapped right off the streets in broad daylight. Rumors say there’s a group of Awakened living under New York,

and they’re responsible for the disappearances. The old me would have sniffed out that story, but post-apocalypse Mal is too scared to go digging for clues.

Life apparently has other plans for me, however—cue an Awakened showing up at my damn door. He’s huge, imposing, with piercing gray eyes like a

thunderstorm, and a mouth he insists he *needs* to put on me. He also claims they aren’t all the destructive beasts I’ve seen on the news. I’m not sure what to

believe.

When the captivating “enforcer” asks me to live in his compound for two weeks and report to the rest of the world how normal the men really are, I surprise us

both by accepting his strange invitation. I shouldn’t have said yes, so why did I agree?

My presence digs up something dark and primal in him though, and I’m terrified to find out if I’m his salvation, or complete downfall.

The Alpha Awakens is the first book in the Alpha Compound series, by Anna Fury. This dystopian omegaverse romance features a snarky heroine and broken

alpha finding their own HEA.

A Grave Girls’ Getaway: A Night Huntress Novel

Author: Jeaniene Frost

A thrilling story in the Night Huntress series from USA Today bestselling author, Jeaniene Frost. 

 

Vampire Cat Crawfield Russell is looking forward to a little down time with her best friend, Denise. But when witches crash the party, a fun getaway 

turns into a paranormal showdown. 

 

Vampire Cat Crawfield is experiencing a new role as a mother. Turns out, trying to manage a perfect domestic life for her daughter is more...challenging than Cat 

ever imagined. Since things have finally quieted down in the undead world, her husband, Bones, suggests that Cat recharge by spending a girls-only getaway 

with her best friend, Denise. 

 

Cat and Denise intend to spend the week doing nothing more than dancing, drinking, and sightseeing. Unfortunately, they stumble across a deadly summer 

solstice ritual performed by powerful witches who have no intention of letting their uninvited guests live to reveal what they saw. Will this girls-only getaway turn 

out to be the last vacation – ever! – for Cat and Denise?



 

*Previously published in the Hex on the Beach anthology*

Dark Fire: A Fireblood Dragon Romance

Author: Ruby Dixon

Azar has taken over Fort Dallas. He rules with complete authority, and everyone bows down to him.

Everyone except one woman. Melina, the fort's medic. No matter what he offers, she refuses to give in. A good man would know to stop asking. Unfortunately for

Melina, Azar is not a good man.

Moon Touched (Zodiac Wolves Book 1)

Author: Elizabeth Briggs

A TOP 5 AMAZON BESTSELLING SERIES

My fated mate rejected me—and now I've been captured by someone even worse.

As the half-human outcast of the Cancer pack, I've been beaten and bullied my whole life. Gaining my wolf form and my fated mate is my only chance to change

packs and hope for a better life.

Except when my fated mate is revealed, he's the future alpha of the Leo pack—our worst enemies. He rejects me in front of everyone, just before the Leos

slaughter my entire pack and murder my family.

I manage to escape, but then I'm kidnapped by a far greater threat: the alpha of the mysterious lost pack. The 13th sign was banished from the Zodiac Wolves

years ago, and I thought they were just a myth.

They're real. They're holding me captive. And the dark, dangerous alpha is offering me something I can't refuse—revenge.

Moon Touched is the first book in the scorching hot Zodiac Wolves series.

Million Dollar Demon (Hollows Book 15)

Author: Kim Harrison

To save the city, Rachel Morgan will need to show some teeth in the next Hollows novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Kim Harrison.

The new master vampire of Cincinnati has arrived . . . and she wants Rachel Morgan out. No matter where Rachel goes, Constance is there--threatening

Rachel's allies, causing city-wide chaos, and, to add insult to injury, even forcing Rachel out of her current quarters. Ever since Rachel found a way to save the

souls of vampires, the old undead's longtime ascendancy has been broken. Now Constance sees eliminating Rachel as the key to consolidating her own power.

Rachel has no desire to be enthralled or killed--and she's terrified of what may become of the city if Constance forces a return to the ancient ways. But even a

witch-born demon can't stand against the old undead--at least, not alone. And if Rachel refuses to claim the role of Cincinnati's master demon, the city will tear

itself apart, taking her and all those who stand beside her with it.

The Dragon Rogue's Ward: A Wishing Moon Bay Shifter Romance (Dragon Protectors of Wishing Moon Bay

Book 4)

Author: Harmony Raines

A shifter second chance seasoned romance. 

 

After being jilted by her fiancé, Talia has a strong aversion to weddings. But that might all change when she arrives in Wishing Moon Bay and meets dragon 

shifter Cayde. 

Can she believe in him when he says she is his forever? 

 

When Talia comes to town for her uncle’s wedding, she doesn’t intend to stick around any longer than is necessary. Weddings and Wishing Moon Bay both hold 

a deep-seated pain she’s found impossible to move past. 

 

However, a chance meeting with a sexy dragon shifter soon turns her world and her life upside down. 

 

Can she find the courage to trust again?



 

Cayde believes he doesn’t deserve to find happiness. He doesn’t deserve to meet his mate. 

 

Why? Because his actions once cost a life. Not that he ever intended to take that life. But it was lost all the same. 

 

The trail of sadness he caused left deep emotional wounds that he thought would never heal. But when he does meet his mate, he glimpses happiness. Is it time

he forgave himself and let his wounds heal? 

 

They are both haunted by past events but together they can find a way forward and find true love and happiness. 

 

However, Cayde’s past is about to catch up with him.

Scalded (Emblazoned Book 2)

Author: J. D. Light

Graves is jaded. Laet is optimistic about the possibilities in life. Graves is stoic. Laet is wide, happy smiles that actually somehow change the entire atmosphere of

a room. Graves is a storm could. Laet is sunshine warming your skin on a lazy afternoon. Graves never wants a relationship. Laet is desperate for snuggles and

romance and love and family.

As much as Graves hates watching Laet date other men, jealous and scared he'll actually find someone to share his life with, it kills Graves seeing him looking

dejected after each date fails to meet his expectations. Romantic relationships have the potential to go horribly wrong. Graves has seen it with his own parents,

and even decades later, he still carries pain in those scars. But Laet is Laet. He deserves to have everything in life that he wants, and Graves' lack of trust in

others has him unconvinced that anyone will ever meet the expectations he's set for Laet's future partner.

If you want something done right, do it yourself. Offering to be Laet's romantic stand-in until the man finds someone they both find worthy, is heartbreak waiting to

happen, but better Graves' heart than Laet's. Laet's easy acceptance is a surprise… but it's only the first of many.

Dragon Heat: A 9 Book Shifter Collection

Author: Lisa Daniels

My friend surprised me with a new man. A dragon shifter.

A strong, alpha dragon, looking for a mate.

How exactly could I say no to such a generous offer?

I live in a small town. There’s not much happening here.

Kieran’s handsome, nice, and quite a catch.

I’m with him, and it’s going great...

right until the point where I get pregnant with his shifter baby.

I’ve no idea how to break it to him.

There’s also the fact his family doesn’t want him here. His brother’s trying to get him to return to their clan in the mountains.

Kieran’s brother sounds like the kind of person who’ll do anything.

Including ending people’s lives.

This collection includes:

Ivy's Dragon

Noely's Dragon

Rhionnan's Royal Rescue

Tegan's Date with an Alpha

Anya's Freedom

Green Blood

The Dragon's Ink Witch

Small Town Dragon Daddy

A Dragon for Christmas

Author's Note: These are all steamy stand alone romances with an HEA intended for 18+



The Tyrant Alpha's Rejected Mate (The Five Packs Book 1)

Author: Cate C. Wells

He rejected me, and then he realized I’m the center of his world. Bummer.

Una

I keep my head down. In this backwards pack, females rank low, and my bad leg makes me damaged goods. It doesn’t help that I’ve never shifted. I don’t mind

the late twenties single life, though. No one’s paying any attention as I build an illicit farmer’s market empire.

My roomies and I are doing it for ourselves, and if life under Killian Kelly is stifling, at least it’s predictable. We can deal.

But when biology finally kicks in, I lose my mind. I claim our alpha as my mate. And he rejects me in front of the whole pack.

It’s all good. It only hurts when I breathe. I’ll survive. That’s what I do.

Who wants an arrogant jerk for a mate, anyway? I’ve got a business to run.

Killian

To lead this pack out of the dark ages, I’ve had to be hard. Merciless. I don’t flinch, and I don’t make mistakes.

Una Hayes isn’t my mate.

My wolf might have some kind of strange infatuation, but if she were mine, I’d know it. And I can walk away, can’t I?

And if I keep coming back? If she starts living in my head?

I’m the strongest male in five generations. My pack scrambles to do my bidding. I can bring one quiet female back in line. No one can possibly be as stubborn as I

am.

There’s no way I’ve ruined the best thing that’s ever happened to me.

I’m the Quarry pack alpha. I don’t lose.

The Tyrant Alpha’s Rejected Mate is a full-grown shifter romance. No cheating. HEA guaranteed. Intended for adult readers only.

George: Xavier’s Hatchlings ■ Paranormal Dragon Shifter Romance (Xavier's Hatchlings Book 4)

Author: Kathi S. Barton

Xavier’s Hatchlings

1.      Finn

2.      Theodore

3.      Milo

4.      George

5.      Dover

6.      Hadley

Imp had been alone in this world for so long she had forgotten what she was. It only took a little nudge from Winnie for her memory to come flooding back. She

was a powerful earth fae and one of only three of her kind. She missed her siblings terribly, but it was too dangerous for the world for them to be in the same

place. Imp was tired of being alone.

As soon as Hudson Manning realized who Imp was, the rest of the Mannings knew as well. Imp had created the first dragons. Cooper, the king of dragons,

wanted to do something, anything, to repay her. Imp, however, didn’t want to hear any more about it and was getting pissy when he wouldn’t let the subject drop.

George knew almost immediately that Imp was his mate, but convincing the stubborn woman would take a little work. When the two come together, their

combined magic will be more powerful than any of them could ever imagine….

Nanny For Bear Shifter (Shifters Fated Mates Book 1)

Author: Brittany White



One night of passion and I’m gifted with a secret baby.

Wolf Shifter Nanny

A night of passion with my crush – a sexy bear shifter. The result? A secret baby who looks just like her father. I am a wolf shifter and our clans are not friendly.

To protect my baby from being stolen by the bear shifter clan, I escape to the human world – and run straight into her father. He doesn’t remember me, but I

remember him, and my love has never faded. We renew our passionate affair, and we start to create a family with his twins, my daughter, and us.

As star-crossed lovers from a different social standing and from different shifter clans will I achieve my dream of becoming a family with the man I love Or will I

lose it all?

Billionaire Bear Shifter

A night of hazy passion with a beautiful wolf shifter. I had plans to meet up with her the next day but my parents forced me into a mating ceremony to further their

own gains. My wife gave me twins – a boy and a girl who are my heart and soul – and then she disappeared from our lives.

I hired a wolf shifter nanny with an amazing daughter. My nanny seemed so familiar, but where had I met her before? Looking at her daughter was like looking in

the mirror. They changed my life and I fell in love. Before I could ask her to be my wife, My parents interfered once again. They kidnapped my nanny and her

daughter to force me into another unwanted mating.

Would I be able to save my nanny and her daughter from my evil parents and let my love overcome my fears and have the family I always longed for?

Note: Adult Only!

Alpha's Vow (Shifter Ops series Book 2)

Author: Renee Rose

**USA TODAY BEST-SELLER! **

THE SWEET HUMAN IS PREGNANT WITH MY PUP.  

We had one night together, and then she ghosted. Apparently, I'm not part of her 'life plan'.

Whatever, angel. Plans change. 

She thinks I'm a player. That I won't stick around. She thinks I don't have what it takes to be a dad. 

That I won't drop everything and dedicate my life to our baby. To our family. To her. 

She's wrong. She thinks I'll walk away? 

She has no idea what she's in for. A wolf never walks away from his mate, and he always protects his pups. 

I may not have marked her yet, but I will.

And if she tries to run, I'll follow. 

I'll hunt my beautiful female to the ends of the Earth.

Haunting Adeline (Cat and Mouse Duet Book 1)

Author: H. D. Carlton

The Manipulator 

 

I can manipulate the emotions of anyone who lets me. 

I will make you hurt, make you cry, make you laugh and sigh. 

But my words don't affect him. Especially not when I plead for him to leave. 

He's always there, watching and waiting. 

And I can never look away. 

Not when I want him to come closer. 

 

 

The Shadow 

 

I didn't mean to fall in love. 

But now that I have, I can't stay away. 

I'm mesmerized by her smile, by her eyes, and the way she moves. 

The way she undresses... 

I'll keep watching and waiting. Until I can make her mine. 

And once she is, I'll never let her go. 

Not even when she begs me to. 

 

While not required, it is highly suggested to read the novella, Satan's Affair, first. 



Author's Note: This book ends on a cliffhanger. For CWs, please check the author's website.

Deceived by the Gargoyles: A Love Bathhouse Monster Romance (Monstrous Matches)

Author: Lillian Lark

A curvy librarian looking to start a family, a clan of gargoyles, and the deception that starts it all.

My family has always found me lacking. From the way I dress, how I look, to the type of magic I have. My family name is full of pomp and prestige, and I want

nothing to do with it.

I’m a witch that knows how to set a goal and I have one in mind.

I want a real family.

Dating is a travesty. All the suitors I meet are looking for a connection to the family name I left behind. I need help.

Enter the matchmaker. It seems too good to be true that I can give her the list of traits I want in a partner and have my deepest desire answered, but I’m out of

options.

Love comes along in the most unexpected ways.

From the very first moment I meet Elliot Bramblewick, I have hope. But he’s tricky.

I’m not expecting him to be hiding two other mates. Mates who are as alarmed and intrigued by my presence as I am by theirs.

He thinks I’m a perfect fit for them, but can I open my heart and discard my list long enough to see if this is the family I’m looking for?

None of my lists and plans prepared me for being courted by three gargoyles.

Deceived by the Gargoyles is a standalone monster romance in the same world as Stalked by the Kraken with multiple love interests who are in relationships with

each other. There will be no choosing among the love interests.

Content Warning: This book includes breeding, knots, size difference, lying, and deception within an open relationship.

Her Forbidden Alpha: Book 1 of The Alpha Series

Author: Moonlight Muse

Scarlett Malone was a feisty headstrong young she-wolf, blessed by the moon goddess as the first Alpha Female.

Moving to a new town with her mother to start afresh, they were welcomed into a new pack and a new family.

Things became complicated when she begins to feel attracted to her smart and cocky stepbrother, the future Alpha of the Blood Moon Pack.

Will she be able to overcome the illicit thoughts that consume her mind and awaken a pleasure deep within her? or would she push even her own boundaries and

explore the forbidden feelings that burned within her?

Elijah Westwood, the most popular boy around, and one every girl wished to have a taste of. A player who didn’t believe in love, nor mates.

He was twenty-one and was in no rush to find his fated one, enjoying life as he was, with no shortages of women to.

What happens when he returns home only to find that he’s begun to see his step-sister in a new light?

Knowing that when the mating ceremony came, she would find her mate. Will he fight against everything for her, or would he let her go?

-

"This is wrong..." She whimpered pleasure consuming her.

“You want me just as much as I want you, give in to your desires sweetheart and I’ll make you feel so good, that you won't ever want another man to touch you.”

He whispered huskily making her core throb.

That was what she was afraid of, that when he was done with her, she would be left broken…

Hunting Adeline (Cat and Mouse Duet Book 2)

Author: H. D. Carlton

AN AMAZON TOP 50 BESTSELLER! 

 

The conclusion to the Cat and Mouse Duet is here... 

 

The Diamond 

 

Death walks alongside me, 

But the reaper is no match for me. 

I'm trapped in a world full of monsters dressed as men, and those who aren't as they seem. 

They won't keep me forever. 

I no longer recognize the person I've become, 

And I'm fighting to find my way back to the beast who hunts me in the night.



They call me a diamond, 

But they've only created an angel of death. 

 

The Hunter 

 

I was born a predator, 

With ruthlessness ingrained in my bones. 

When what's mine is stolen from me in the night, 

Like a diamond hidden within a fortress, 

I find that I can no longer contain the beast. 

Blood will paint the ground as I tear apart this world to find her. 

And bring her back to where she belongs. 

No one will escape my wrath, 

Especially not those who have betrayed me. 

 

Warning: This is the second and final installment to the Duet. You must read Haunting Adeline first.

McEwan: Scottish Paranormal Romance

Author: L.L. Muir

After reaching a monumental personal goal, Holly rewards herself with a trip to Scotland. Careful to keep her expectations low, she's knocked for a loop when

she's presented with a flesh and blood fantasy in a kilt. Her tour of the British Isles shouldn't have included Fantasy Island, and she's not interested in playing

pretend. But Mr. High and Mighty won't take buzz off for an answer.

Rule McEwan has been sent to an American woman for a specific reason. Too bad neither of them knows what that reason is. But he'll be damned if he'll leave

her side until his golden opportunity for a noble deed presents itself. He's been promised a chance to knock the head off Bonnie Prince Charlie, and he will not

give that up, no matter what the sharp-tongued lass does to frighten him away.

Fiery Kiss: A Dragon Shifter Romance

Author: Ava Gray

As a dragon shifter, it was easy for me to save her from the fire.

But much, much harder to let her go after that.

Danny’s life was in danger.

Her entire apartment burning down was no accident.

She needed me.

To protect her, to love her, and to make her mine.

I was more than a firefighter.

I’d spent my entire life fighting enemies that could kill me or my loved ones.

Danny was safer if she stayed close.

I was the only man who could touch her.

And I would die before letting the enemy endanger her life again.

City of Thorns (The Demon Queen Trials Book 1)

Author: C.N. Crawford

I never thought I'd be singing happy birthday to myself in a dungeon. And yet when a sinfully sexy demon crashes happy hour, that's exactly what happens. He’s

known as the Lord of Chaos, and he’s mistaken me for my succubus doppelgänger.

Happy birthday to me.

When he tastes my blood, he finally understands I’m mortal. And I realize we have something in common: we both crave revenge. So we make a deal: I can stay

in the forbidden city to hunt for my mom's killer. In return, I’ll help him get the vengeance he craves. I just have to pose as a sexy succubus. One problem--he's

my number one suspect.

And that’s increasingly hard to remember as he teaches me my role: seduction. With each heated touch I drift further into peril. And if I fall under his seductive

spell, death awaits me.



Captured by the Monsters

Author: R.L. Caulder

Our leaders said it’s an honor to be chosen to go to The Below.

I said f*ck that.

So close…I was so f*cking close to aging out of the selection process to be offered up to the monsters from The Below.

We never knew when we could be taken. It wasn’t some annual date we could mark on a calendar and avoid like a plague. We were at the complete whims of the

monsters and their demands—demands that have increased over the past few years.

Rumors say the monsters ate all of their sacrifices, that their appetites weren’t easily appeased anymore, but I wasn’t convinced that was all.

What I did know for sure was that anyone selected was never seen again.

Two days before my twenty-fifth birthday, my name was drawn—only forty-eight short hours from becoming exempt.

How could life be so cruel?

I refused to accept this fate. I’d run. I’d fight. I’d do everything but give in.

Yet, The Below is a hostile, foreign terrain hellbent on killing all humans. Our bodies aren’t designed to survive there.

My only chance of living long enough to escape—give in to the monster's desires. Only they could give me what I needed. In return, they’d use me for their own

needs.

Needs that I shouldn’t want, but found myself craving.

When they claimed I was their salvation, I started to second guess myself. They revered me like their queen with soft touches and a protectiveness that made my

knees weak…

I wondered if I wanted to leave anymore.

Was this why no one ever returned to The Above?

***

Captured by the Monsters is a reverse harem standalone romance that will not end in a cliffhanger. Material is intended for mature audiences.

Demon Blood (Shadow City: Royal Vampire Book 3)

Author: Jen L. Grey

The shadow taunts me even in death. 

 

Everything has changed, and the reflection in the mirror is almost unrecognizable. My soul mate, Alex, and our friends help to ground me. 

 

However, what I've become is still unknown, and the abilities I have aren't anything we're familiar with. 

 

As our enemies become more desperate, they're willing to sacrifice everything to kill me--even going so far as to contact a long-lost enemy, despite the 

consequences. 

 

We quickly learn things aren't what they seem and that my heritage changes everything. 

 

Including me. 

 

Scroll up and one click Demon Blood today. 

 

*Please Note* 

 

Welcome to Shadow City, where each trilogy focuses on a different pair of fated mates. By the end of every trilogy, each couple will have their happy ever after. 

 

However, not every mystery will be solved. Some secrets will span additional trilogies, but will in no way take away from the individual stories. You can still read 

the trilogies out of order, but the suggested reading order is as follows: 

 

Shadow City: Silver Wolf 

Broken Mate



Rising Darkness 

Silver Moon 

 

Shadow City: Royal Vampire 

Cursed Mate 

Shadow Bitten 

Demon Blood 

 

Shadow City: Demon Wolf 

Ruined Mate 

Shattered Curse 

Fated Souls 

 

Shadow City: Dark Angel 

Fallen Angel 

Demon Marked 

Dark Prince

Everglades Dragon Daddies Complete Series: Paranormal Romance Series Box Set

Author: Kayla Wolf

Welcome to the thick, wet heat of the Everglades…

You know that feeling of being dragged into a swamp? The complete powerlessness of being pulled into whatever fate has in store for you? Now imagine the

swamp being full of blistering hot guys… And not just any guys. No, dragons, in every size, shape, and form, to take you in and make you theirs… Isn’t that a

swamp you’d gladly be sucked into?

Daddy Dragon

He’s my next door neighbor, my best friend’s brother, and the hottest dragon alive. A pretty lethal combination. But something landed on his doorstep and now

he’s clueless. It’s his baby girl…

Doctor Dragon

She broke my heart years ago. Now she’s back, and she needs a doctor. So I examine her growing belly. She wants a daddy for her unborn baby. And no matter

what I have to do… it’s gonna be me.

Professor Dragon

Every female here takes his classes because of his looks. But not me. I’m the strange, nerdy one. Yet he’s got me thinking of touch starvation and how I want

him. But he’s my professor; nothing can happen…

Ranger Dragon

A ranger dragon left me breathless. He’s a single dad and has two adorable girls. But I wasn’t made to have a family. Because I’m a wild dragon. Until I find out

that even wild dragons can get pregnant…

Officer Dragon

It’s been five years since that night, but I haven’t forgotten. Our son reminds me of him every day. I’ve never told him that he has a kid. He’s my enemy; a cop and

a dragon. But fate brings us together again…

Mentor Dragon

She’s my best friend’s sister, and my new mentor. She annoys the hell out of me. It’s the way she talks, the way she looks at me through her glasses. The good

girl versus the bad boy. May the best one win…

Firefighter Dragon

They say I have amnesia. All I remember is that he carried me and the baby in my arms out of a burning building. And now all I want is to lose myself in the fiery

heat inside of this firefighter dragon…

Midlife Dragon

I’m forty-one and a new divorcee. Our relationship is professional. There are a thousand reasons why we can’t be together. He thinks he’s the bad cop and I’m

the good one. But it’s the other way around…

Best friend Dragon

He’s my best friend and I love our banter. But lately, I’ve noticed things about him. We share an apartment, and I can’t escape him. But I’m scared by the way his

touch makes me shiver…

This box set consists of stand-alone stories, each with a HEA, that are connected through the dragons who live in the Everglades. The stories contain

mature content and are intended for 18+ readers only.



United: Magiford Supernatural City (Pack of Dawn and Destiny Book 2)

Author: K. M. Shea

A wolf is attacking the humans of Timber Ridge and changing them into werewolves—against their will.

The change process is extremely dangerous and involves bloodshed. It isn’t something that happens by accident, which can only mean one thing.

Someone is doing this on purpose.

I’m going to find the rampaging sicko responsible for this outbreak, even if it means I have to master my new magic to stop them.

Thankfully, Greyson—the Pack Alpha and the most powerful wolf in the Midwest—is always down for a hunt. The only problem is that I’m starting to find him

attractive—which is the worst thing I could do. He’s got an incomplete mate bond, and since I’m a hunter, I could never be a wolf’s mate.

That’s okay. I’m used to being alone. I'm a werewolf hunter, not part of the Pack. But that’s an awfully dangerous place to be when there is a rogue wolf on the

loose.

United is the second book in the Pack of Dawn and Destiny urban fantasy trilogy, and is part of the Magiford Supernatural City world. It features werewolves,

hunters, and fae, and is filled with humor, adventure, and a sweet romance that will have you laughing out loud.

Hunted: Magiford Supernatural City (Pack of Dawn and Destiny Book 1)

Author: K. M. Shea

Ever feel like you don’t belong?

Try being a hunter living with werewolves. I’m the definition of “doesn’t fit in”. I’m not Pack, but I’m not the enemy, either.

I struggle to survive among werewolves who are stronger and faster than me, and are competitive enough to break a bone or two for the sake of “fun.”

Greyson, their alpha, is the worst of them all.

Blatantly relentless and twice as deadly, Greyson rules the Pack and expands its territory even though it’s already the largest in the region. I just wish he’d stop

interfering with my life. He’s got enough trouble of his own with his incomplete mate bond, but he’s made it his hobby to tease and test me at every opportunity.

Doesn’t my life sound fun?

When wolves from surrounding packs start mindlessly attacking the innocent humans in our city, Timber Ridge, everything changes.

Werewolves don’t turn feral without reason. Which means someone is making this happen, and they’re targeting our Pack.

I don’t like where this is going, but how am I supposed to stop a feral wolf outbreak when I’m just one hunter? Can Greyson and I set aside our differences to see

the Pack through this?

Hunted is the first book in the Pack of Dawn and Destiny urban fantasy trilogy and is part of the Magiford Supernatural City world. It features werewolves, hunters,

and fae, and is filled with humor, adventure, and a sweet romance that will have you laughing in delight.

Dark Wizard: a Dark Fantasy Romance (Bonds of Magic Book 1)

Author: Jeffe Kennedy

“Dark Wizard is one of my top reads ever.” ~ NY Times Bestselling Author Darynda Jones

“Dark Wizard will be on my keeper shelf for freaking ever.” ~ NY Times Bestselling Author Dana Marton

“Jeffe nailed what it is to write a fantasy romance. Fabulous!” ~ USAT Bestselling Author of Radiance, Grace Draven



"...utterly compelling...clicked Buy right at the end of the sample and just kept reading and reading because this book is so good, with such a rich

world and characters. I'm so glad I picked it up...now can it be June already so I can read more?" ~Amazon reviewer

***

The Witcher meets The Selection …

***

She ran from him... but couldn't escape her heart.

Lord Gabriel Phel wants one thing: to rebuild the shattered fortunes of his people and restore his ruined house to its former station in the Convocation’s highest

tiers of elegant society. Fortunately, through a wild chance of birth, he was born with powerful wizard magic, the first in his family in generations. If he can obtain a

familiar to amplify his magic, a highborn daughter he can marry, to be mother to his children, he’ll be that much closer to saving his family. With her by his side, he

can ascend to such a position of power in the Convocation that he can destroy it forever.

Lady Veronica Elal, captive in her tower, has only one way out. To her bitter disappointment, she will never be a wizard. Instead, through a twist of fate, and

despite her expensive Convocation Academy education, Nic is doomed to be a familiar like her mother. Forced to participate in the Betrothal Trials, she receives

a wizard suitor for one night each month. Whichever man impregnates her will bond her to them forever. With no choice but to serve the one who wins her, Nic

has one hope for control over her life: a wizard she can manipulate.

Gabriel Phel seems like the perfect choice for Nic’s gambit—he’s desperate and untutored in wizardry—but within moments of meeting him, she feels the bonds

of magic tying them together. Afraid of losing her will to the compelling wizard who touches her heart like no other, Nic does the unthinkable: she runs. Pregnant

and alone, Nic eludes monstrous hunters, searching for a safe haven. But when Gabriel catches up to her, their adventure has only begun.

Immortal's Honor (Dark Protectors Book 14)

Author: Rebecca Zanetti

From award-winning author Rebecca Zanetti comes the newest wildly thrilling Dark Protectors novel with an immortal hero to die for.

First comes danger  . . .

When Vampire-Demon Sam Kyllwood discovers he’s the keeper of some mysterious circle, he laughs it off.  When he finds out that his younger brother is

supposed to fight to the death in said circle, he snaps right to furious.  And that’s before he starts uncontrollably making things explode —it turns out it’s never too

late to develop deadly new immortal abilities.   But even those explosions are nothing compared to what happens when he tries to handle a very suspicious,

brilliant and beyond sexy human female whose piercing eyes ignite a heat that rages deliciously outside even his unbreakable control…

Then comes desire . . .

Honor McDovall is one of the best interrogators Homeland Security has ever had. But no matter how well she appears to fit in, her mystical gifts are slowly driving

her mad. She doesn't understand them, she doesn't want them, but for now, she'll use them to detect and defeat danger until she completely loses her mind.

Unfortunately, her job brings her face to face with the deadliest man she's ever met—and she senses Sam is even more gifted than she is. Yet once they kiss,

she realizes he's also more dangerous than the enemies suddenly coming from every direction. Good thing they both like to play with fire . . .

“Spicy romantic interplay; highly recommended.”

—Library Journal on Vampire’s Faith

“Sizzling sex scenes and a memorable cast.”

—Publishers Weekly on Claimed

“A fast-paced, excitement-filled explosion of action. . .Zanetti keeps getting better.”

—RT Book Reviews on Marked, 4.5 Stars Top Pick

Star Cursed (Zodiac Wolves Book 2)



Author: Elizabeth Briggs

My fated mate rejected me, and now he wants me back. I'd rather die.

I'm being held captive by my worst enemies, the Leo pack. My fated mate is their new alpha, and he says he has big plans for me. For us.

But no matter how much the mate bond tries to convince me he's the one, there's another man I can't stop thinking about: the alpha of the lost pack. My new

pack.

Kaden thinks I went willingly with my mate and turned my back on him. I don't know if he's coming for me, but I'm not giving up 'til I find my way back to him—and

to my new family.

I'm an Ophiuchus. I'm Moon Touched. And my enemies have underestimated me for far too long.

Star Cursed is the second book in the scorching hot Zodiac Wolves series.

Shadow Bitten (Shadow City: Royal Vampire Book 2)

Author: Jen L. Grey

Death lurks in the shadows.

Finding my sister changed my entire life. A secret that haunted my past resurfaces and hides in the shadows, taunting me. Not only that, but I learned that the

world is full of supernaturals, and even more surprising, my fated mate is a vampire.

Threats surround me with more obstacles surfacing at every corner, and what’s worse is they don’t soley affect me anymore. My mate’s foundation is rocked, and

even the silver wolf and her friends who protect me have become targets.

Our enemies are closer than we realize, and they are desperate for me to leave Shadow Terrace and my mate behind by any means possible; nothing is off the

table, including death.

No one is safe.

Especially me.

Scroll up and one click Shadow Bitten today.

*Please Note*

Welcome to Shadow City, where each trilogy focuses on a different pair of fated mates. By the end of every trilogy, each couple will have their happy ever after.

However, not every mystery will be solved. Some secrets will span additional trilogies, but will in no way take away from the individual stories. You can still read

the trilogies out of order, but the suggested reading order is as follows:

Shadow City: Silver Wolf

Broken Mate

Rising Darkness

Silver Moon

Shadow City: Royal Vampire

Cursed Mate

Shadow Bitten

Demon Blood

Shadow City: Demon Wolf

Ruined Mate

Shattered Curse

Fated Souls

Shadow City: Dark Angel

Fallen Angel

Demon Marked

Dark Prince

Grey Magic: a Dark Fantasy Romance (Bonds of Magic Book 3)

Author: Jeffe Kennedy



His Darkness, Her Brightness… Together They Defy the World

Lord Gabriel Phel at last holds his dream in his grasp—and faces losing everything. He’s finally won the love of his wife, familiar, and mother of his child, and she

offers him a heartfelt commitment he can truly believe in. Together they’re building a true house, one with a growing family of friends and allies that can help them

stand against their enemies. And he’s learning to master his magic, to use it as the powerful tool and weapon it should be. But old and new enemies array

themselves to take it all away.

Lady Veronica, now fully of House Phel, is doing her best to embrace happiness. After all, she has her hands full managing her mercurial and powerful wizard as

he navigates taking his place as the head of their house, and with learning her own extraordinary ability. But she fears whatever peace they win won’t last long.

When their enemies inevitably strike—including, perhaps, her own father—they must be ready to defend all they hold precious. It doesn’t help that her idealistic

husband insists on making foolishly noble decisions that put them at even greater risk, nor that she loves him all the more for it.

As Nic and Gabriel struggle to put their household in order, giving ill-advised safe harbor to Nic’s runaway sister and risking their lives to save Gabriel’s sister’s

sanity, their enemies draw the noose tighter on their well laid plans. When the unthinkable occurs, it’s up to both of them to trust in the nascent, unknown magic

they’ve woven together.

Klutz: Phoenix Secrets (But Did You Die? Book 3)

Author: Sedona Ashe

My billionaire dragon mate knows how to pamper a girl!

Rich? Check.

Hot? Check.

Driving my other mates insanely jealous? Check and checkmate!

Xerxes, my dragon mate, has whisked me away to Mexico. He keeps showering me with expensive gifts, breathtaking views, and lavish meals. I’m more of a

cheeseburger girl, but I’m not one to complain about food. I just need to learn how to walk in heels without killing myself, again. Been there, done that.

I’ve spent my life trying not to die and failing at it spectacularly. It’s time for me to show them all how tough I really am. Training isn’t easy, but I’m not going to be

weak or rely on others to keep me safe. I’m going to protect myself... After I die a few more times, of course. I mean, things change, but do they really?

Things are looking up for me and my mates. Well, everyone except Anzac and Mace. They are working hard to make up for the past, but Imp has it out for them,

and her ridiculous pranks are getting out of hand.

What’s coming next, though…isn’t going to be all fun and games. It’s time to pay my parents a visit and get the answers I’m owed. Are they even my parents?

Ridgeforce is in shambles and Midnight has put out a contract on our heads. I’m determined, with my mates’ help, to take down every person who was involved

with both corrupt agencies. Oh, and I still have a curse to figure out.

It’s time to get my big girl panties on, the cheap ones, not the pretty ones that Xerxes bought me…because they’re probably going to burn anyway.

And what if all my training isn’t enough? What if I keep dying? What if a girl can’t catch a break?

I’m just a girl who’s on fire…

Literally, because I’m a Phoenix.

"But Did You Die?" is a comedy filled, bully (only in book one), paranormal romance series that includes jaguar shifters, a mysterious underground society, fated

mates, and an incredibly clumsy Phoenix. Follow Amaryllis as she discovers who she is and ‘collects’ her soulmates along the way! It is full of humor, adventure,

and scenes to entice and thrill you... or to make you unexpectedly snort with laughter. The series will have a HEA…it will just take a little while to get there!

Fang in There (Paranormal Dating Agency Book 42)

Author: Milly Taiden

Claire Bolton is a professional poker player. She roams from one tournament to the other all across the world. Her life isn’t all room service and sunny resorts,

though. She made some bad decisions and lost control of her future. She’s sworn off men and focuses all her energy on gaining her freedom. Until she

meets Logan and his kisses make her question her life.

Panther shifter and hotelier Logan Madden has an empire to run. He doesn’t have time for fun or dating. His parents think he is a workaholic who needs a

mate and a few weeks without his phone. They enlist the renowned Gerri Wilder to help their son, even if he doesn’t believe in mates and fate.

At least, not until he meets Claire. Then all bets are off, and Logan is pulled into Claire’s world. He knows he can’t stay away. He vows to help her get

her life back. He’s got plans to make her fall in love with him, one kiss at a time.

Claire is a gambler. And falling for Logan Madden is the biggest gamble of all.



Lord of Embers (The Demon Queen Trials Book 2)

Author: C.N. Crawford

Once, I was a broke college student. Now, it seems I'm destined to rule as the Lightbringer--queen of the demon realm. Except I have competition in the form of

Orion, the Lord of Chaos. Like me, he has been marked as a leader. We can't keep our hands off each other, even if he swore an oath to kill me.

It seems we both want the same thing--the crown. And in this battle of wills, only one of us will be left standing.

Demon Kept (Resurrection Chronicles)

Author: M.J. Haag

Sometimes the past won't stay dead.

Shelby’s suffered at the hands of her husband for too long. Rather than endure another beating, she risks everything and escapes with the creatures who brought

about the downfall of the world.

The fey aren’t as horrible as her husband made them out to be. Sure they can kill with a flick of their fingers, but they’re also loyal, built like gods, and craving

female affection. With the fey, Shelby might finally find a sense of safety and even a second chance at learning what real love looks like.

But it’ll take more than one fey to keep her safe from a past that isn’t yet ready to be history.

Daddy Biker Bear: A Bear Shifter Romance (Bears Of Forest Heights Book 1)

Author: Roxie Ray

I trusted a shifter with my virginity. Until he got me pregnant. Then he rejected me as his mate.

I was young and naive when I fell hard for bad boy Grizz, a shifter who was hot enough to melt my good girl heart. Big mistake. Because when good girls are

naughty, they end up pregnant.

Now I’m back in Forest Heights to care for my aunt with my son Rainer—the son I’ve been raising on my own for nine years because gruff, tough Grizz didn’t

believe our baby was possible.

But Rainer is living proof that shifters and humans can have babies, and now he’s showing signs of growing up to be just like his daddy. When Grizz realizes

Rainer is his, he says he wants to get to know him. And the problem is, I’ll do anything for my son.

Except open my heart to Grizz again. I won't be rejected twice. And it's far too dangerous, especially when a rival biker gang has their sights set on his patch of

turf...

Last Guard (Psy-Changeling Trinity Book 5)

Author: Nalini Singh

An instant New York Times bestseller!

New York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh returns to a world devastated by change in her award-winning Psy-Changeling Trinity series, where

two people defined by their aloneness hold the fate of the Psy in their hands. . . . 

Termed merciless by some, and a robotic sociopath by others, Payal Rao is the perfect Psy: cardinal telekinetic, CEO of a major conglomerate, beautiful—and

emotionless.

For Canto Mercant, family and loyalty are everything. A cardinal telepath deemed “imperfect” by his race due to a spinal injury, Canto cares for the opinions of

very few—and ruthlessly protects those he claims as his own. Head of intel for the influential Mercant family, he prefers to remain a shadow in the Net, unknown

and unseen. But Canto is also an anchor, part of a secretive designation whose task it is to stabilize the PsyNet. Now that critical psychic network is dying,

threatening to collapse and kill the entire Psy race with it.

To save those he loves, Canto needs the help of a woman bound to him by a dark past neither has been able to forget. A woman who is the most powerful

anchor of them all: Payal Rao. Neither is ready for the violent inferno about to ignite in the PsyNet . . . or the passionate madness that threatens to destroy them

both.

The Fall of Promise (The Wolves of Promise Falls Book 1)



Author: T. S. Joyce

Daylen Hoda is a wicked wolf.

He’s done the unforgiveable at his Alpha’s order, and now he must face the life he used to have. Coming home should feel like a comfort, but Daylen isn’t the

same werewolf anymore. Two years ago, he was pulled away from his Colorado territory by his Pack, and he left someone important behind. Denver has been his

best friend and safe place for as long as he can remember, but he knows exactly how she will react if she finds out what he’s done. She can’t find out. She can’t

know. She can’t realize what a monster he’s become, or he will lose the only thing that makes sense. The Pack is falling apart, his Alpha is retiring and he’s up

next to lead the werewolves in this territory. Daylen isn’t sure of much anymore, but this he knows—he isn’t ready to be the Alpha. Not until he fixes all the things

he’s broken, including his friendship with Denver. The problem with that? She’s not the same girl he left behind anymore.

Denver Mosely is a loyal fox.

Two long years have passed since her best friend, Daylen, left the territory without an explanation, and when he blows back into town unexpectedly, he’s

unfamiliar. His wolf side isn’t acting right, the man in him has changed, and he’s doing his best to avoid her. But why? She was here in his territory, making sure

his den was taken care of, and waiting for the day she would get some answers to his disappearance. New Daylen doesn’t give any answers, and it’s up to

Denver to pry his recent past from him. What can be so bad that a man hides this thoroughly for so long? New Daylen is edgier, darker, very handsome and has a

new set of scars on his outsides and insides that draw Denver’s attention, and stirs up feelings she’s never had for her friend before.

Friends, lovers, enemies—the lines get extremely blurred in this first book of T. S. Joyce’s brand-new series, The Wolves of Promise Falls.

Not all monsters are unsalvageable.

Content Warning: Explicit love scenes, naughty language, and piles of sexy shifter secrets. Intended for mature audiences.

Vampire Detective Midnight Collection One: Books #1-3: A Vampire, Fated Mates, Science Fiction Detective

Series (Vampire Detective Midnight Box Sets Book 1)

Author: JC Andrijeski

The first THREE (3) books in the VAMPIRE DETECTIVE MIDNIGHT series! 

 

Vampire Detective Midnight (Book #1) 

Eyes of Ice (Book #2) 

The Prescient (Book #3) 

 

* * * 

 

VAMPIRE DETECTIVE MIDNIGHT (Book #1): 

 

Nick Midnight, homicide detective, had his heart ripped out, stomped on, destroyed. It nearly killed him. 

 

He doesn’t talk about that. Anyway, things will be different in New York. No complications. No kids needing his help. No relationships. None of that 

human-vampire-psychic crap that got him in trouble in the past, or turned him evil for nearly a century. He’d toe the line, keep his head down, and do his job for 

the NYPD, where he works as a Midnight, a vampire who helps humans hunt down murderers. 

 

Then Wynter James shows up. 

 

A gorgeous, sexy, seer-human hybrid, Wynter treats Nick like she already knows him, like they’ve known one another for years. Nick wants her, bad, but he 

knows it’s a terrible idea, and not only because they’re not even legally allowed to date. 

 

In other words, she’s Nick’s worst nightmare. She’s everything he swore he’d never do again. 

 

To make things worse, everything goes sideways with his first big case■dead hybrids, a seer kid who needs his help, graffiti that tells the future, a possible 

conspiracy involving the richest humans in New York. 

 

* * * 

 

EYES OF ICE (Book #2): 

 

“A hundred thousand to fight. Twice that, if you win.” 

 

Walking up to Nick at the underground vampire fights, a well-dressed promoter hands Nick a card, offering him a bucketload of cash for a few hours’ work. 

 

All he has to do is fight another vampire. 

 

If Nick can pull it off, he might have a lead on a big new case. Someone in the boxing circuit is murdering vampires, selling their parts on the black market, 

dumping their desiccated bodies outside the city dome. The NYPD doesn’t have a clue who’s behind it, and the lead detective wants Nick to use his new “in” to 

get inside the exclusive fight community.



 

Of course, Nick’s new hybrid girlfriend, Wynter James, hates everything about this plan. Nick’s not even supposed to be there; he’s still officially suspended from

his last big screw-up with the racial authorities. He decides to risk it anyway, and by the end of the first match, half the underground boxing community knows who

he is. 

 

Unfortunately, the vampire-harvesting crew has their eye on Nick, too. 

 

As for Wynter, she’s convinced Nick has a death wish. At the very least, she suspects he’d do just about anything to avoid the intense, volcanic, vampire

emotions that come up whenever they’re together. 

 

* * * 

 

THE PRESCIENT (Book #3): 

 

Nick swore he’d never bite her. He swore he’d never make her addicted to his blood. 

 

An explosion rocks a famous building in Manhattan, blowing out whole floors, panicking the entire city. While everyone assumes terrorism, it looks like a robbery

gone wrong, but no one knows what they tried to steal, or if they went there to commit murder. 

 

Nick has no leads■just a dead human, and the dead human’s business partner, the city’s star architect, an eccentric vampire named Straven. 

 

He’s also got Malek, a prescient seer who paints the future, and who desperately wants to warn Nick about this case. Unfortunately, Mal is strange as hell, cryptic

to the point of infuriating, and doesn’t understand his own prescient paintings well enough to explain them to Nick. 

 

None of that bothers Nick as much as Wynter, who he misses to the point of physical pain. After everything that happened during his last big case, Nick forced

himself to break things off with her, if only to keep her safe, and both of them out of prison. Most of all, he did it to keep her safe from him, and the fact that seers

become addicted to vampire venom.

Our Sins in Blood: A Dark Vampire Reverse Harem Romance (Coven of Sin Book 1)

Author: Aiden Pierce

Ever since I was little, I've been a prisoner.

They told me I was sickly, that going outside would kill me. But the truth comes out when I'm kidnapped by four dark, sinfully gorgeous vampire princes. Turns

out, I am the biological daughter of their maker, the vampire king.

I am the heir to the throne. Me, the girl who hasn't danced in the rain or gone to prom or even been kissed.

But I can only take up the role on one condition. I have to choose one of the princes to be my mate and king.

The problem?

All four are vying for the throne and it's hard to say who wants me for my blood, my body, my love, or my birthright.

What ensues is a dark and dangerous game of seduction, secrets, and bloody love in the Coven of Sin.

Our Sins in Blood is the first installment in the dark paranormal reverse harem romance in the ongoing Coven of Sin series and ends on a cliffhanger. CONTENT

WARNING: As an adult RH vampire romance, the book features high-heat scenes and dark themes, including kidnapping, bullying, bloodplay, cutting, bondage,

violence, and gore.

Renegade Love: An Alien Bounty Hunter Romance (Galactic Love Book 3)

Author: Ann Aguirre

He's relentless. He's aggressive. His armor is scarred to hell. 

Toth Krag is infamous among bounty hunters. Nobody has ever seen his face and lived to tell the tale. He doesn’t fail. He doesn’t quit. And he doesn’t take 

prisoners. But maybe he’s getting soft. For once, he showed mercy, and no good deed goes unpunished, so now he’s tracking the deadbeats who run Volant’s 

Fabulous Spectacle. 

 

She's casual. She's spontaneous. She never liked Earth that much anyway. 

Yara Duncan is always at the wrong place at the wrong time. That’s how she wound up as the human attraction in a space circus. Frankly, it’s the best gig she’s 

ever had. Aliens pay to watch her eat and do puzzles, and she gets to see the galaxy free of charge. She’s enjoying the adventure, until the scariest hunter in the 

universe shows up. For some reason, he thinks she’s in charge, and he’s determined to drag her back to face his employers. 

 

Yara doesn’t run from her problems, and Krag doesn’t know what to do with a human who seems more interested in what he looks like under his armor.



 

This time, the hunter becomes the hunted in the wildly unpredictable game of love… 

 

The Write Hook: A Paranormal Women’s Fiction Novel: My So-Called Mystical Midlife Book One

Author: Robyn Peterman

Midlife is full of surprises. Not all of them are working for me.

At forty-two I’ve had my share of ups and downs. Relatively normal, except when the definition of normal changes… drastically.

NYT Bestselling Romance Author: Check

Amazing besties: Check

Lovely home: Check Pet cat named Thick Stella who wants to kill me: Check

Wacky Tabacky Dealing Aunt: Check

Cheating husband banging the weather girl on our kitchen table: Check

Nasty Divorce: Oh yes

Characters from my novels coming to life: Umm… yes

Crazy: Possibly

Four months of wallowing in embarrassed depression should be enough. I’m beginning to realize that no one is who they seem to be, and my life story might be

spinning out of my control. It’s time to take a shower, put on a bra, and wear something other than sweatpants. Difficult, but doable.

With my friends—real and imaginary—by my side, I need to edit my life before the elusive darkness comes for all of us.

The plot is no longer fiction. It’s my reality, and I’m writing a happy ever after no matter what. I just have to find the write hook.

Promised to the Orc (Orc Guardian Brides Book 1)

Author: Sue Mercury

I’ve been promised to an Orc Guardian.

He’s coming for me soon and I will have no choice—I’ll have to leave the realm of humans and marry the huge, fearsome beast known as Gregor the Slayer.

Orc Guardians are said to be cruel and unfeeling. I struggle to accept my lot in life, and I won’t lie—I’m tempted to run and hide. But deep down, I know I wouldn’t

get far, and the last thing I wish to do is bring down an orc’s vengeance upon my village… or upon myself.

I soon learn that while Gregor has a fierce, vengeful side, when it comes to me, he can be gentle and… sweet. He’s also intensely protective and possessive of

me.

But we come from different realms, and his world is so very different from my own.

Will I survive marriage to a big, growly orc?

Midnight Moon (Rebel Wolf Book 1)

Author: Linsey Hall

Werewolves aren’t real….right?

I’ve been on the run from the mob for years. But no one can hide from the City Pack forever. When they find me, they give me two options—pay back my father’s

debt or die.

If I want to live, my only shot is to rob the most powerful man in the city—the gorgeous Garreth Locke. He has a smile to melt your heart and a body to scramble

your mind.

But Garreth isn't just a hot, rich guy. Turns out, he's a freaking werewolf. And he wants me as much as I want him. Problem is, he's also dangerous. I can't let him

know I'm trying to steal from him to pay back my enemies. I have no idea how I’m going to get out of this alive, or with my heart intact.

Midnight Moon is the first in a new werewolf fated mates trilogy by Linsey Hall.



Desired: A Cowboy Shifter Romance (Two Marks Book 3)

Author: Renee Rose

I crave her scent. I can’t stay away.

Nothing can keep me from claiming the new waitress at the diner.

Except for her other mate, the scent match I didn't know existed.

He's a stranger to me and our pack, but now we must work together.

Two mates for our female.

Our mate is human, untouched. She doesn't know about our kind.

We must convince her to accept not one, but two mates.

Two cowboys in her bed. Two dominant wolves to protect her.

And my scent match's wolf is turning feral with need.

We touch our mate. We can’t get enough.

We need to claim her and mark her as ours before his wolf goes mad.

She’s a virgin, so we have to be careful--shifters can be rough.

And we're not the only ones who want her--she's being hunted by another male.

But I will protect her if it’s the last thing I do.

Even if it means keeping her from her other mate.

Blitz (The Storm Dragons' Mate Book 1)

Author: M. Sinclair

Three dominant dragon alphas who seemingly have it all... except the one thing they want: me.

My life hasn’t been typical. All I remember is waking up in an alley when I was ten, scrounging for scraps to survive until I was taken to the Bronzeheart estate.

That’s where my life began, where I’ve lived for the past eight years with the ruling family, the Blitz Clan. It’s where I found my best friend Gage, the future leader

of this clan.

At the time, I didn’t question my good fortune because I was happy to know I wasn’t alone in this world anymore. But maybe I should have.

After landing a shocking invite to the prestigious Dark Imaginarium Academy, I realized how much of a safe haven the estate was.

The students at this school are out for my blood because somehow I have the attention of not just one, but all three Storm Dragon Clan heirs: Gage Bronzeheart,

Breaker Firespell, and Jagger Silvershade.

None of them should have an interest in me, seeing as I’m the only shifter at this academy who hasn’t, you know…shifted. They should want someone powerful

at their side. But it doesn’t stop me from wanting them as well.

That is until I find out they’ve been hiding a life-changing secret from me. And now that I know…

Nothing will be the same.

Blitz is book 1 in the Storm Dragons’ Mate trilogy that features a slightly naive but sassy MFC, possessive dragon alphas, and a secret that will change

everything. This is not a high school academy book and the contents are intended for mature audiences, with characters who are all 18+. This book includes

violence and mature sexual content.

Author Note:

Blitz is set in the shared universe of Dark Imaginarium Academy. All series can be read independently, but characters have crossovers and it is highly

encouraged to read all within the universe to understand the world in its entirety.

Series within the universe:

• Phases of the Moon by M. Sinclair

• The Creatures We Crave by R.L. Caulder

• The Storm Dragons’ Mate by M. Sinclair

• Blood Oath by R.L. Caulder

Breaking Badger: A Hilarious Shifter Romance (The Honey Badger Chronicles Book 4)

Author: Shelly Laurenston



Fans of Thea Harrison and Nalini Singh won’t want to miss this exciting, funny, and sexy novel in the mega-popular series.

“Shelly Laurenston’s shifter books are full of oddball characters, strong females with attitude and dialogue that can have you laughing out loud.”

—The Philadelphia Inquirer

It’s instinct that drives Finn Malone to rescue a bunch of hard battling honey badgers. The Siberian tiger shifter just can’t bear to see his fellow shifters harmed.

But no way can Finn have a houseful of honey badgers when he also has two brothers with no patience. Things just go from bad to worse when the badgers

rudely ejected from his home turn out to be the only ones who can help him solve a family tragedy. He’s just not sure he can even get back into the badgers’ good

graces. Since badgers lack graces of any kind . . .

Mads knows her teammates aren’t about to forgive the cats that were so rude to them, but moody Finn isn’t so bad. And he’s cute! The badger part of her

understands Finn’s burning need to avenge his father’s death—after all, vengeance is her favorite pastime. So Mads sets about helping Finn settle his family’s

score, which has its perks, since she gets to avoid her own family drama. Besides, fighting side by side with Finn is her kind of fun—especially when she can get

in a hot and heavy snuggle with her very own growling, eye-rolling, and utterly irresistible kitty-cat . . .

“Filled with high-octane action, some serious snark, and a plethora of humor.. the resulting madcap adventures are sure to please series fans.”

—Publishers Weekly

Chicken Soup Gone to Hell (Of Food and Other Demons)

Author: Cara Wylde

I’ve always known I’m a terrible cook. But summoning a demon while attempting to make a simple chicken soup? That’s just next level.

Asmodeus, King of Hell, ruler over too many demon armies to try counting them, is in the middle of my destroyed kitchen, awaiting an explanation. He says I’m a

powerful witch, but that’s just ridiculous. He says he’s bound to me, and he’ll fulfill any wish I have.

What do I say? Despite his horns, hooves, and tail, he’s stupidly handsome. And I need to find a way to banish him before he gets under my skin.

The Secrets in Shadow and Blood (Fae Guardians, Season of the Vampire Book 1)

Author: Lana Pecherczyk

In the shadows, vision can turn blurry. Truths can become lies. Enemies can become lovers.

When Violet inexplicably wakes thousands of years after a nuclear holocaust, she finds the world very different. Fae exist now. They’re vicious, animalistic

monsters who pervert magic and can morph into any shape—including vampires. They hoard the bounty of the new world, and keep humans banished to the

wasteland. At least, that’s what the humans of today have told her. Determined to make up for an unforgivable mistake in her past, she becomes a covert

assassin and seeks revenge for her human brethren. And she’s good at it. But when the thing she hunts saves her life, injuring himself in the process… her

crystal clarity suddenly becomes blurry.

Vampires are meant to be monsters, not protectors… not charismatic, annoyingly handsome and loyal and… everything.

Indigo is a Fae Guardian, and a ruthless vampire protector of Elphyne. The Order has tasked him with finding a human with deadly secrets before the unhinged

Unseelie Queen, or the fanatical human leader, can exploit her. They chose him for one reason, and one reason only – the taste of human blood does things to

him. Addictive, dark, insatiable things. And when he catches Violet’s scent, they know he’ll do everything in his power to possess her and keep her safe. But

Indigo hides his own shameful secret in the shadows of his heart, and if it ever comes to light, Violet will never trust him. She’ll kill him.

The Secrets in Shadow and Blood is the next installment in the Fae Guardians series, and the first in the Season of the Vampire Trilogy. Each book

features a separate couple with a satisfying HEA, but to enjoy the full benefits of the over arching plot, start the Fae Guardian journey with book one

of Fae Guardians: Season of the Wolf. All Fae Guardian books include steamy romance, a splash of time travel, monster hunting, a band of brothers,

fated mates, growly fae protectors, and their strong willed women from our time. If you love your books full of page turning action, romantic tension,

and world building you can get lost in, then this series is for you. Warning: Trusting these seductive fae will lead to sleepless nights. But it will be

worth it.

Broken Mate (Shadow City: Silver Wolf Book 1)

Author: Jen L. Grey

I'm the last surviving member of my pack, and I'm running for my life. 

 

As the future pack leader of the Silver Wolves, my life was carefully planned: stay hidden, and learn to fight. In an instant, everything changes.



 

My pack was slaughtered by an unknown enemy. Alone and unsure who to trust, I search for safety. 

 

Now, there's a pack leader who offers me something that no one else can--protection. 

 

He’s sexy, an absolute jerk, and my fated mate. 

 

The more I try to fight our bond, the more fate pushes us together. But the price may be too much for both of us. 

 

I’m being hunted, and the choices I'm forced to make could destroy me.

Scroll up and one click Broken Mate today.

*Please Note*

Welcome to Shadow City, where each trilogy focuses on a different pair of fated mates. By the end of every trilogy, each couple will have their happy ever after.

However, not every mystery will be solved. Some secrets will span additional trilogies, but will in no way take away from the individual stories. You can still read

the trilogies out of order, but the suggested reading order is as follows:

Shadow City: Silver Wolf

Broken Mate

Rising Darkness

Silver Moon

Shadow City: Royal Vampire

Cursed Mate

Shadow Bitten

Demon Blood

Shadow City: Demon Wolf

Ruined Mate

Shattered Curse

Fated Souls

Shadow City: Dark Angel

Fallen Angel

Demon Marked

Dark Prince

Incubus: Volume 4

Author: Brandon Varnell

NOT EVEN POISON CAN KEEP ANTHONY DOWN…

Despite Selene’s attempt at manipulating him, Anthony is back on his feet thanks to Marianne. His new vampire roommate has been proving talented at not just

housework, but also at helping him with other matters. It’s only a matter of time before he takes their relationship to the next level.

The peace conference is coming up soon, and many dignitaries are arriving on Academy Island to re-sign the Demonic Covenant, the peace treatise that allows

humans and demons to co-exist.

But there are people working in the background who do not want peace. They will stop at nothing to destroy the peace many others have worked so hard for.

Even if it costs tens of millions of lives.

Explicit Content Warning: This series may contain content that is not suitable for anyone under the age of 18.

Cowboy Dragon's Secret Promise: (Cowboy Dragon's Inn)

Author: Serena Meadows

The hot cowboy I met in Colorado will definitely get me into trouble if I don’t stop him… 

 

Yes, my boss harasses me. 

It’s true and I hate it. 

But I’ll end up losing my job if I approach the matter right now.



Brian doesn’t get it. 

He’s pressuring me to do something and I’ve had it with him. 

 

Despite his annoying behavior, we got close. 

Of course we did. 

Brian is hotter than any man I’ve ever been with. 

He’s also a man with a huge secret. 

A secret that shakes him to the core. 

I fell hard for him after he saved my life. 

Like, really, saved my life. 

 

But then something crazy happened. 

I found out who he really is… 

Will I ever be able to look at him the same way? Especially now that I’m pregnant? 

 

Each book in this sexy-as-sin series can each be read as standalones, and has no cliffhangers, but are best read in order. 

 

Warning: Adults Only

Tempted: A Cowboy Shifter Romance (Two Marks Book 2)

Author: Renee Rose

We see a female, we want her.

But she’s a wolf biologist prepared to expose us to the world.

We scent a female, we claim her.

Except we can’t claim the one who could destroy our pack.

We touch a female, we give her two marks.

Yet we can’t mark her without sharing everything.

Because in the Two Marks pack, shifters share.

Two cowboys for every mate. If she can ever be ours.

Renee Rose and Vanessa Vale are back with more steamy shifter cowboys! Be sure to read the Wolf Ranch series, then swing by Two Marks, Wyoming because

you know it’s going to be hot. Possessive. Wild. Times two. Everything you want in romance… and more.

Rejected Mate (The Alpha Shifter Collection Book 13)

Author: Sam Crescent

Humiliated.

Alone.

After going through her first transition, Constance finds her mate—who publicly rejects her. The pack wants her to leave, but Gage, the alpha, tells her

to stay. His son may have rejected her, but he wants her to stay. At a meeting, Gage declares he will be the unmated male to claim her. She will be his.

All her life, she’s had a crush on the softly spoken alpha, and now he intends to be her mate. Is he doing it out of pity?

He has watched her flourish into a beautiful, curvy wolf, and since his son doesn’t want her, he craves her. He’ll stop at nothing to claim her for his

own.

He loves her. He will mate with her.

But he couldn’t have anticipated what would happen when he finally leaves his mark on her.

Will he save her before it is too late?

Protector Dragon's Shattered Mate (Irish Dragon Shifter Brothers Book 20)



Author: Brittany White

After a life of hardship, can a female bear shifter allow herself to fall in love with her protector?

The Female Bear Shifter

After surviving neglect as a cub, I ran away from my family.

While I was stranded in the Siberian wilderness, a wolf shifter approached me.

He offered me a home with his pack. But the home turned out to be a prison.

Unknown to me, I had magic in my blood.

The wolves used me to create spells and curses that would harm others.

Using my untested magic, I escaped their clutches. I ran.

I never wanted to be human again.

If I couldn't speak, then I couldn't create spells.

Never again would I allow anyone to use my magic to hurt, to maim, to kill.

I would live my life as a bear. Forever.

Alone and desperate, I made my way across the world.

When I arrived in California, I shifted into my bear.

I finally settled on a ranch in Texas.

Alarmed to see a bear near his animals, the owner of the ranch called a veterinarian.

The veterinarian was gorgeous and kind, but he was also a dragon shifter.

His patience was legendary, and finally, I transformed into my human self.

But he wanted more than friendship. This wonderful shifter wanted me to be his mate.

How could I tell him that was never going to happen?

The Veterinarian Dragon Shifter

I grew up in a harsh, repressive clan.

We were all taught we must stay in the clan, mate with only another dragon shifter and live only a traditional life.

As soon as I could, I left. I never went back.

I made a new life for myself, and while working as a large-animal veterinarian in Texas,

I met four dragon shifter brothers from Ireland: Kellan, Quinn, Liam and Brennan.

Because I was alone, they made me a part of their clan.

They included me, but I wanted what they had.

I wanted a mate, hatchlings, and a family of my own.

One cold winter day, I got a call. There was a bear on their ranch.

Not just any bear – a shifter.

I was drawn to her, and instantly, I vowed to protect this bear from harm.

For days, I stayed with her, and did everything I could to coax her out of her shell.

Finally, she shifted. She was the most captivating female I’d ever seen.

I knew in a heartbeat that she was mine. My mate.

But she didn’t want a mate. She didn’t want to live in a clan.

She wanted to escape shifter life forever, and live a nomad’s life.

She rejected me. But I could not let her go.

There was a threat on her life, and I would protect her, no matter the consequences.

He’s always been a healer, but for his bear shifter mate, he will stop at nothing to protect her.

Note: Adult Only!
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